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FROMthe State of Western Australia there have been recorded

over 5800 species of flowering plants, of which at least 3800
are indigenous to the southern half. Of this vast assemblage

fully 170 species attain arboreal dimensions. Many of these are un-

known in the industrial world, and even to botanists the area of

distribution of the majority and the characters of a few are only

partially known. Of course, we have indisputable evidences of the

character of soil and the conditions under which the majority will

grow ; but we should not rest at that. Our aim should be the i.>nnging

before the notice of the manufacturing communities the fact that we
have within our confmes one of the best assortments of hard and
ornamental woods known.

The first step towards giving data in regard to trees of a country

would be a statement of details having regard to the geographical limits of

species, the chances of their being brought into industrial use, along

with methods for their proper preservation and pro}:)agation. No data

are available from official sources, and the obtaining of such being

much too costly for the average individual to undertake at his own
expense will account (or the briefness of information given with regard

to many well known species. The terms tropical and extra-tropical

allude to species having a natural habitat north and south respectively

of the Tropic of Capricorn.

The forest vegetation of this region can with a certain degree

of correctness be termed Austral-Malayo-Asiatic, as fullv 30 of

the 75 species extend to Southern Asia and the interjacent

islands, niany of them, esi)ecially in India and IJurma, forming

a not inconsiderable proportion of the timber-trees of those countries.

Of species that were considered Australian, within the last few years

at least a dozen have been discovered in British New (juinea. In the

whole of the tropical area there have only been discovered three

endemic species, none of which are of particular economic value; one,

the Livistona-palm, however, would be a great acquisition to scenic
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horticulture. The single representatives of the genera Adansonia
and Erythrophloeum have congeners in tropical Africa, the first in

the " Baobab/' and the second in a couple of poisonous species

known as Red-water trees."

SUB-TR0PieHL.
In this portion of the State it is possible to create three divisions

or zones, viz. : a coastal, intermediate, and an Eremian or desert, the

mean annual rainfall being adopted as a basis, and it is to be hoped
that some writer having command of sufficient leisure and data, will

in a future work define the limits of such zones. In the more
southern portions it may be said that, as in other regions having a

similar clime socialism of trees prevails, therefore, it is only natural that

our most valuable timber-trees are those which form forests. In the

interior, owing to hydrostatic influences, arborescent species are com-

parativelv rare, but even then, as in coastal districts, the genus

Eucalyptus predominates. Unlike the tropics, the majority ol species

are endemic, and these include, without exception, those of greatest

importance.

In the following pages it should be understood that by a tree is

meant that section of \"egetable life comprising plants of perennial

duration which rise from the ground with a clear trunk, the term

shrub being applied to any plant of which the perennial or woody
portion forms the greater part and which branches from or near the

base. P

In the compilation of much of the data I must express my
obligations to the various authors Avho have written on Australian

and Asiatic vegetation.

I. R.Br., (1814.)

lo genera, 90 species. Natives of Australia, with the exception

of some members of the genus Pittosporum and the monotypic South

American Cholepoa.

Fiftos-porNm, Banks:, j 78S (\ iscid matter usually surrounding the

seeds). —It comprises 50-55 species, of which i 2 are indigenous in

Australia, 16 in New Zealand, the remainder being scattered over the

Pacific islands, and the tropical portion of Asia and Africa. One of

the Australian species extends to Southern Asia, the rest are endemic.

I\ phyllyrrcoides, De Cand, 1824 (having a fancied resemblance

to some species of Phillyrea).— Attains a height of 30 feet with a stem

diameter of i foot, and notwithstanding its variations cannot be

confounded with any (ither member of the genus. Leaves oblong and

short or narrow-lanceolate and rather long, with mostly a hooked

point ; fiowers of moderate size, yellow, sweet scented, solitary or few

together ill clusters : fruit of moderate size, almost ovate, flattened,
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orani^e colored without, bright yellow within ; seeds orange red and

sticky. It is sporadic, and has a wider range than any other purely

Australian congener, being distributed over the whole of the interior.

On the eastern goldfields it attains its maximum perfection, and extends

from thence to the west coast and the adjacent islands, having been

recorded from as far north as the Gascoyne River. Some good

examples are growing in the Perth (}overnment gardens ; it also exists

in a shrubby state, but sparingly, along the banks of the Swan River,

especially in the vicinity of Osborne.

Remarks. —Wood iirm and pale-colored. Stock will eat the

foliage, and a bitter medicinal principle pervades the whole plant.

Tn South Australia it is known as the "Apricot or Poison-tree,'' the

latter term being applied on account of the supposed poisonous

properties of the bitter orange-red fruit. The seeds are often eaten

by aborigines.

II.— MauvaeEm, adanson 1761.)

57 genera, 700 species. Scattered over all but the coldest portions

of the earth. The whole order possesses more or less mucilage, some
genera, such as the Mallows, being of some importance as demulcents

and emollients. Nearly all yield fibre from their inner bark, which is

extremely tough. A few bear edible fruit. None of the species are of

particular value as timber trees.

(a.) Adamonla^ Linne, 1753 (named in honor of Michae^

Adanson, an eminent French botanist). —This genus, which conr

prices some of the biggest trees in the world, consists of two

sf)ecies only, the Australian A. Ciregorii, F. v. and the

Baobab tree of tropical Africa (A. digitata, Juss.), the latter bejng

in cultivation in India.

. Gregorii\ 7K J/., 1857 (in honor of (Gregory, the

explorer). —A tree with a large gouty stem attaining from 30-60

or more feet in circumference, and owing to being much con-

tracted beneath the lower branches of the comj^act bushy crown

bearing some resemblance to a huge soda-water bottle. It is never

tall. ITe leaves are finely hairy, divided into 5-9 long and rather

narrow leaflets. Flowers pale yellow and very large. Fruit much
larger than an emu's egg, gourd-shaped, rusty red and covered

with hne hairs outside, exudes a dark-red gum. It is con-

fined to Australia, extending from the Northern Territory to inland

within a hundred miles south of Wyndham, and near the coast to

south of the Glenelg River, but is nowhere ai)undant. As a rule

there are a few trees growing together, forming a clump as it were,

the clumps being a considerable distance apart.

Remarks. —The acidulous pulp of the fruit is edible and has

a rather pleasant taste. Analysis has proved this pulp to consist
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ot gum starch, -sugary matter and malic acid. It is reputedly of
great value for scorbutic complaints, when boiled with sugar.

The seeds have a nutty flavor, and are much sought after by the
aborigines. 'J'he species constitutes the "sour gourd," cream
of tartar tree," or the " bottle-tree " of the Kimberlcy districts. It

is apparently very long-lived, we having no recorded instance of
any being seen dead.

(n.) Bombax, Liiiiie, 1753 (from (ireek name for cotton, the
capsules containing a line silky substance like cotton). —Consists of
about 10 species, mostly tropical American, with one tropical

African and two Asiatic, one of the latter being identical with the
Australian plant.

B. Malabariciim, J)e Ccvui., 1824 (alluding to s habitat).

This is often a large forest tree, attaining a height of 60 feet, with
a clear trunk of 40 feet and a stem diameter of 4 feet, the trunk
and branches being covered with hard conical prickles : bark
smooth and greyish, ihe digitate leaves deciduous ; flowen^ large,

clustered, from almost white to bright scarlet, and produced
before the leaves appear; fruit large, the seeds enveloped in

abundance of fine, silky cotton. It has been recorded from the
vicinity of Port Nelson, Careening Bay. In 1896 I observed
examples near the Annan River in northern Queensland, also

during the same year gathered specimens near Port Moresby in

British New (iuinea.

Remarks. —-Timber is light (aSlbs per cubic foot), white or
pale-yellow, loose grained, brittle and not durable. In India
and Burma it is principally used !br coffin-making and packing
cases. The ])lant furnishes the brown " miichi ras " resin, and in

tne latter countries sometimes the young flower-buds are used
as a vegetable. The silky cotton furnished by the fruit is of

considerable value for stuffing cushions and like purposes.

Many futile attempts "have been made to spin this material into

thread. The want of success is stated to be due to an entire

absence of roughness or adherence It constitutes the " Simool
or "Malabar silk-cotton tree" of India, the " Deedo or

Tetpan " of Burma.

III. STEReULmeETE, Yentenat (1804.)

40-45 genera, 400-500 species. Abundantly represented in

tropical Africa and iVustralia, with a lew members scattered over

nearly everv j^ortion ol the earth. Nearh" every species contains

abundance of mucilage, v^ome yield gum, many fibre, and the

('acao from which chocolate is made belongs to it.

StercuUa, Linnt^ ^747 (referring to the bad scent of the flowers of

some species). —("onsists of 60 species, most of Avhich are tropical.
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Numerous representatives occur in Southern Asia, Africa, and
America The Australian species total 14, of which 5 extend to this

State. Al! the Australian species are endemic and include the 12

considered, by the late Baron V. von Mueller as referable to the

genus Brachyrhiton. This genus was^ established by Schott and

Endlicher in 1832 but the differences between it and Sterculia proper

are considered more of a sectional than of a generic character by the

majority of systematic botanists. ' ' -

1. .S". ramifl.ora^ Benth,^ 1863 (from the flower-clusters).

—

A tree of 20-25 ^^^^ high with a stout trunk, the branches and
leaves covered with star-shaped hairs; leaves broadly heart-

shaped' and nearly entire
;

flowers few, large, bright red, clustered

near the ends of the branches. It has been recorded, from

Brunswick and Vansittarl Bays and Prince Regent's River.

Rema/ks, —One of the "Flame trees" of which little is

known.

2. S. inciiJia, BenfJi., 1 863 (from the white woolly ve.sti-

ture). —A woolly, hairy tree ol 30 feet in height, with' large

deeply cut leaves, flowers undescribed ; fruit stalkless, hairy

outside. Recorded from ("ambridge (lulf and vicinity.

Remarks. —Economic properties unknown.

3. S. /.n'chosip/ion, Beidh. 1863 (hairy staminal column).

—Ofsimilar height to the last species, with a bottle-like trunk,

(|uite glabrous and entirely de\'oid of leaves when in flower

;

leas es large, about as long as broad and deeply divided into 5-7

lobes ; flowers yellowish, arranged in racemes ; fruit shortly

stalked and smooth. This "Currajong" or "Bottle tree"

has been recorded from Nichol Bay, Fortescue, Upper Ashbur-

ton and Lyons Rivers.

Rema?-ks. —It is stated that the roots of young plants of this

species, also the young roots of old plants, are used by the

aborigines as food. The seeds of several, if not all the species,

are eaten by the aborigines.

4/ Gregorii, F. v. A/., 1857 (as a Brachychiton) (in honor
of C. Gregory). —A tree frequently attaining a considerable height,

with a bushy crown ; leaves long stalked, of thin consistence,

equally divided into 3-5 narrow lobes, seldom entire ; flowers in

axillary panicles, pale-yellow with often reddish margins, bell-

shaped, deeply lobed, hairy without, glabrous within : fruit rather

large, thick and smooth. It extends from near the Fitzroy River to

the vicinity of Joanna Spring, thence south to between Fraser

Range and Esperance and beyond the South Australian border.
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Remarks. —Bark like that of the majority of the species is

smooth and brown, yielding strong fibre. I'he inner portion of

it and that of the roots is extensively chewed by the inland

aborigines. Wood is pale-colored, light, soft but tough, and
should be excellent for xylographic work. C)n parts of the gold-

fields the stems or boles are utilised as windlass-barrels. This species

is the well-known " ('urrajong " of the goldfields, is apparently

gregarious and confined to inland districts. Somegood examples

occur near l^djudina, many of them attaining a height of 40 feet

with a stem diameter of at least 3 feet, the branches long and
sweeping. Examples of this plant were first collected by (iregory,

in the vicinity of the Murchison River. They were doubtfully

referred by Bentham to the Eastern S. diversifolia, (j. Don, as a

x arietv under the name of " occidentalis."

5. .S". caudaia^ Heivard (long tapering points of the leaves).

—A tree of 30 feet in height, quite glabrous except the flowers :

leaves entire, broadly heart-shaped, with long tapering points
;

flowers pale-colored and small. It has been recorded from

C'areening and Roebuck Bays. Carson's River, and King Sound.

Reniai'ks.
—

'I'his " Currajong " exudes large quantities of a

colorless gum. Nothing is known of its timber. Incidentally

it ma)- be stated that this species was named in A. Cunning-

ham's herbarium, he having been the first to collect examples.

A description was first published by Bentham in 1863.

lY.— TiHAeem, a, L. de Jussieu (1789.)

50 genera, 450 species. Scattered over tlu,' whole earth, except-

ing the very cold regions. The sa]) of the majority of species is mucila-

ginous, some are valuable timber trees, many yield strong fibre, an

example being the well-known jute, and one genus ((kewia) bears

fruit having a not unpleasant acid taste.

Gre7via, Linne, 1735 (in honor of Dr. Nehemiah (irew).
—

'('his

tropical genus consists of about 60 species, none of which occur in

America. There are 9 species in Australia, 4 of which extend to

Southern Asia.

G. breviflora^ Benfh,^ 1863 (shurt inflorescence). —Varies from a

tail shrub to a small tree of 25 feet in height, with spreading branches
;

leas es stalked, of moderate size, ovate ;
flowers small, pale-colored or

vellow, not numerous ; fruit globular, flat-topped, juicy and containing

a hard stone which readily separates into two parts. It has been

recorded from King Sound, Collier and Roebuck Jiays, thence to the

Northern Territory.

Remarks. —Economic properties unknown.
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Y-—BURSERaeETEt Kunth (1824.)

16-18 genera, about 160 species. A tropical Order comprising
plants yielding myrrh and frankincense, all species containing a

fragrant resinous juice. Many furnish a very heavy and durable
timber. In Australia there are 28 species.

A. Garuga^ Roxburgh^ 1819 (native name for one of the

species). —It consists of 8-10 species and extends over tropical

Asia, America, and Australia.

G. fto7'ibu7ida, Decnlsnej 1834 (having reference to the abun-
dance of flowers). —A small tree usually under 30 feet in height,

with stout branches marked with the scars of fallen leaves ; leaves

on long stalks, crowded at the ends of the branchlets, pinnate

with many opposite bluntly toothed leaflets ; flowers small,

yellow, finely hairy, in broad panicles at the ends of the leafless

branches. This species is abundant in the East Indian
Archipelago and among other Australian localities it has been
recorded from the vicinity of Port Nelson. It is closely allied to

the Indian and Burmese G. pinnata, Roxb., a species which
attains a height of 40 feet, and bears a fruit not unlike a

damson in size and color.

Re77iarks.—y^ Qoa is greyish or yellowish and very heavy.

?.. Civiariujn, Rumphiiis, 1741 (from Canari, a Malayan
name for one of the species).— About 50 species dispersed over
the Malayan Peninsula, tropical Asia, and Africa, and the

Australian States. The seeds of a few species are edible.

C. Australianufn^ F. v. M., i860 (Australian). —This often

attains a height of 35 feet, the stout branches marked by the
scars of fallen leaves ; leaves shortly stalked and pinnate, the

leaflets being of a leathery texture ; flowers white, small, and
numerous in narrow panicles ; fruit a rather large ellipsoid drupe,
with a hard stone. Vicinity of Port Nelson,, Careening Bay, and

Re?narks,—'HoX\\\ng is known of its economic properties. In
the " Flora Australiensis " this species is erroneously referred to

as C. Australasicum. The C. commune, of India, is an allied

plant with an olive-colored fruit. The kernel of the nut has a taste

resembling a sweet chestnut, and is used for a variety of purposes.

YI. MELiaeEffi, Yentenat (1799.)

38 genera, 500 species. Is chiefly confined to tropical regions.

Bitter, tonic and astringent properties prevail in the order, the bark
and roots of some species being in use medicinally. Various species
produce valuable timber such as mahogany, satin wood, and the toon
or cedar. In Australia there are 1 1 genera with 36 species.
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(a.) Melia^ lAnne^ i737 (derived from a Greek term for the
Ash, and refers to a resemblance in the leaves). —This is a small

genus of about 5 species, all natives of tropical Asia, one of
which is identical with the single Australian species. Several

members have the term " Bead-tree " applied to them on account
of the seeds being used for rosary beads.

M. Azedarach, Lln?ie, 1753 (from Azadaracht, the name
under which Avicennes speaks of a poisonous tree). —This species

often forms a tree of 40 feet in height, with short, erect trunk,

and broad crown; leaves deciduous, bi- or tripinnate; flowers

lilac, fragrant, in loose panicles ; fruit a pale-yellow, ovoid drupe.

Besides occurring at King Sound and other portions of tropical

Australia, it is abundant in Southern Asia extending northwards

to Persia and China. Leafless during the hot season.

Remarks. —Timber is striated, pale-brown or slightly reddish,

light, with a loose grain, and takes a good polish. In India and
Burmah it has been used for furniture, but is apt to split and
warp. The seeds are often used as beads for rosaries for which
purpose they are well adapted on account of their having a

natural perforation through the centre. The bitter bark contains

purgative and anthelmintic properties, and the leaves are insecti-

cidal. The species is much in cultivation, being extensively

planted for street ornament. Numerous examples occur in the

streets of Perth, it being here vernacularly referred to as the

*' White Cedar," or *'Cape Lilac." In Asiatic countries it is

known as " Arbor Sancta " and ^' Pride of India." The M,
composita, Willd., is referred to, in the " Flora Australiensis," as

the Australian species, but now M. composita is regarded as a

synonym for M. dubia, Cavan. As already indicated by
Bentham and Mueller, the differences between the Australian

plant and the typic M. Azedarach, are not of specific importance.

(r,.) Owenia,F.v.M. 1857 (in honour of Professor Owen).

—

Comprises 5 species, all of which are confined to Australia. The
genus differs from our other native genera in bearing globular

drupaceous fruits, which are commonly known as Sour" or

"Native Plums." The reddish pulp is very acid and is frequently

eaten and used medicinally by the aborigines. The two species

here alluded to form small trees of not more than 30 feet in

height.

I. O. vernicosa^ F. v. M., 1862 (from the varnished

appearance of the leaves). —Glabrous, with stout branches

marked with the scars of fallen leaves, young shoots sticky

;

leaves on flattened stalks, and consisting of several, some-

times many i-nerved lanceolate leaflets ; flowers white,

small, numerous, in a large panicle ;
fruit, a drupe, rather
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large, globose, fleshy, with a hard 3-celled stone. Almost
exclusively confined to coastal districts, it has been recorded

from Cambridge Gulf, King's Sound, Prince Regent's River,

and Glenelg River.

Remarks. —The purple or crimson-colored fruits are

largely used by the aborigines.

2, O. retiadata^ F, v. Af., 1857 (prominently veined

leaves). —Glabrous, leaves rather long, on a slightly flattened

or angular stalk, and consisting of few broadly ovate, pro-

minently veined leaflets ;
flowers small, white, in clusters

on the branches of a large ])anicle
;

fruit, a drupe, large,

globose, purple or crimson, fleshy, with a hard, wrinkled 2-3

celled stone. Is coastal, and occurs at King Sound, Collier

and Nichol Bays.

Remarks. —Fruit of similar use to first species.

YlI.—eELaSTRINE^, R. Br,, (1814).

40 genera, 400 species, which are scattered over the tropical and
temperate regions of the earth. It is represented in Australia by 11

genera and about 18 species, very few of which can be regarded as of

economic importance.

(a.) Celastrus^ Linne^ i737 (Kelastros, the old Greek name
for the Privet).— It consists of 15 species, which are distributed

over the hotter portions of Asia, China, lapan, North America,
and Australia, about one-fifth being natives of the latter.

C. Cmi7iinghamii^ F. v, M,^ 1859 (after Allan Cunningham).
—This small tree or tall shrub which is not uncommon in the

north-eastern portions of Australia, has been recorded from
the Hammersley Range and vicinity.

Remarks. —Economic properties unknown.

(b.) Denhamia^ Meissner (after Capt. Denham, an African

explorer). —A small genus of not more than 3-4 species, which
are almost entirely confined to tropical Australia.

F>. obscura^ Meiss. (obscure). —A tall shrub or small tree of

not more than 30 feet in height, with frequently weeping branches;
leaves of moderate size on long stalks, leathery, lanceolate to

ovate, margins entire or with prickly teeth ; flowers small, white,

often in small panicles, near the ends of the branches ; fruit

nearly globose, rather large, whitish, opening in woody valves.

Cambridge Gulf and York Sound are recorded localities for this

species.

Remarks. —Economic properties unknown.
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YIII —SaPUVOaeEffi, n. L. de Juss. (1789).

75 genera, 6oo species. Scattered over nearly the whole of the
earth, being most abundant within the tropics. The Australian repre-

sentatives consist of 14 genera, with fully 100 species. Several mem-
bers (not Australian) bear edible fruit, the litchi being an example.
Some contain saponaceous and astringent principles, while again
others are poisonous. Many yield excellent timber, while one (Acer
saccharinum) of North America yields sugar.

(a.) Erioglos&U7n^ Blmne, 1829 (in reference to the flower).

—A small tropical genus of which only 2-3 species are known,
they being confined to North Australia, Kast India and Senegal.

E. edule, Blume^ 1829, a tree of 35 feet in height.— Very
little is known of this species in Australia, it only having been
recorded from Brunswick Bay.

Remarks. —It is a common evergreen timber-tree of India
and Burma. The timber is white or pale-yellow with a pink or

chocolate heart-wood, and is strong and durable.

(b.) Ataiaya, Bhime, 1847 (Asiatic name for one of the

species).— Consists of 6 species which are confined to Australia,

with the exception of one which extends towards Southern Asia.

AH are tall shrubs or small trees.

1. A, sa/icifolia, Blufue, 1847 (from willow-like leaves).

—This is the only species extending beyond Australia, it

being first recorded from Timor. It occurs in the vicinity

of Port Nelson.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of its properties.

2. A. hemiglauca, F. v. M., 1863 (the leaves are lighter

in color on one side than on the other). —A tree of 21 feet

in height, or oftener a shrub, of a bluish color ; leaves large

on a cylindrical or hinged stalk, with few broad or narrow
long leaflets, seldom entire- or lobed ; flowers small, pale-

colored, hairy, forming panicles; fruit hinged, hairy, of

moderate size. This species is very widely distributed

throughout the tropical portion of the State, having been
recorded from King Sound, Nichol and Roebuck Bays,

Hamraersley Range, Carson's Valley, Fitzroy River, south of

the junction of Margaret Creek towards Joanna Spring,

between Ta Grange Bay and De Grey River, Glenelg River

and other localities.

Renuu'ks. —-Reputedly of no economic importance.

3. A varii folia, F. v. M., ' 863 (referring to the foliage).

—This variable species extends from the Northern Territory

to King Sound and Roebuck Bay.

Rema7'ks. —F^conomic properties unknown.
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IX.— aivaeHRomeEffi, r. Br.dsis).

50 genera, 450 species. The members of this tropical order are

all woody, and besides possessing balsamic and caustic principles, the

juice of many is poisonous. As an order producing timber-trees it

does not rank very high. A few species produce varnish and bark for

tanning, others yield edible fruit, one of the principal being the

Mango. There are 6 genera with 9 species indigenous in Australia.

Buckanania, Roxburgh, 18 16 (in honor of Dr. Buchanan Hamil-

ton). —Consists of about 20 species which are distributed over tropical

Asia, the Pacific Islands, with 2-3 in Australia.

B. august if olla^ Roxburgh, 1816 (narrow-leaved). —This is a tree

of 40 feet in height, with rather long narrow leaves ; flowers small,

white, scented and numerous ; fruit drupaceous, not large, with a very

hard stone. The species has a very wide range, extending from

south-eastern Asia to the northern portions of Australia and has been

recorded west to the Glenelg River.

Re??iarks.'—\N ood soft, light, and of no particular use.

X.~LEGUMIN0S^E, Haller, (1742.)

This constitutes the second largest Order amongst flowering

plants, Composited ranking first in respect of genera and species, the

approximate numbers being, Compositai 830 genera, with 10,200

species, Leguminosse 430 genera with 7,000 species. Leguminosse

is one of the most cosmopolitan of Orders, its members being

scattered over nearly the whole surface of the globe
;

moreover, it is

one of the most useful toman, containing many splendid timber-trees
;

the seeds of some species are eaten, peas and beans being among the

principal ; some furnish dyes —indigo, saffron, logwood, and many
others are obtained from various species. The fibre of some is very

strong, one being the Sun" or "Bengal hemp" of commerce. The
bark of others, particularly of the Acaci?e, is useful for tanning. (}um
arabic, African copal, and balsam of copaiva are produced by mem-
bers of the Order. The seeds of some species yield oil, others bear

edible fruit, while many are of considerable medicinal value. Many
of the members of the Order indigenous in this State are of impor-

tance, some yielding timber, a few gum, others bark for tanning,

whilst many furnish excellent fodder. One species contains

saponin, whilst members of a few genera contain poisonous principles,

among the chief being Oxylobium, Gastrolobium, Lotus, (^anavallia,

and Erythrophlceum. The Australian representatives comprise at

least 100 genera with 1,070 species.

(a.) Sesbania, Scopo/i\ 1777 (from Sesban, an Arabic name
for S. /T>gyptiaca).^ —(Consists of about 20 species, widely spread

over the tropical portions of the earth. 5 species are recorded

from Australia.
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S. grandlflora, Fersoon^ 1807 (large-flowered). —A small

tree frequently attaining a height of 30 feet, with a corky bark,

leaves pinnate, flowers large, white with often a faint greenish
tinge, pod very long and narrow. The following are West Aus-
tralian localities for this species : King Sound, Nichol Bay,
Prince Regent's, Fortescue, I)e Grey, Upper Ashburton, Minilya,

and Lyons Rivers.

Remarks. —Wood is very light (jalbs. per cubic foot). The
bark yields a powerful tonic and in some countries the young
pods and shoots are cooked and eaten as a vegetable. Although
almost strictly a tropical plant, it grows and flowers freely in

Perth. Although both the red and pale-flowered varieties are

abundant in India and the Mauritius, yet the former seems absent
from Australia. Is often vernacularly referred to as the Cork-
tree."

(i;.) Erythrina^ Linn[\ T737 (having reference to the colour

of the flowers). —Comprises 25-30 species which are chiefly con-

fined to the tropics. There are two species indigenous in Aus-
tralia, one of which extends to Southern Asia.

E. vesperH.Ho, Bentli..^ 1848 (term derived from the bat-like

appearance of the leaves). —This species frequently reaches a

height of 40 feet with a stem-diameter of 2 feet, the bark being

of a corky texture, the stem and branches covered with stout

prickles ; leaves divided into wedge-shaped leaflets
;

flowers, red,

large ; pod, 4in. long with few bright, red seeds. It is scattered

throughout tl^ie hotter central portions of Australia. It has been

recorded from King Sound, Prince Regent's, Fortescue, I)e Orey,

Lyons, and upper portion of the Gascoyne Rivers.

Remarks. —̂Vood is very tough, and frequently used by the

aborigines for making their shields. 1'his remarkable plant is

often quite deciduous, and is variously known as the " Batswing

tree," " Coral tree," or "Cork tree."

(c.) Baiihinia^ Flumia\ 1703 (in honor of John and Caspar

Bauhin, two noted botanists of the i6th century). —Comprises

about 130 species, which are scattered over the tropics. There

are 6 indigenous in Australia, and of these one extends to Asia
;

the rest are endemic.

B. Cimninghamii, BeJith., 1864 (in honor of Allan Cunning-

ham). —An erect tree of 20-30 feet in height, with very slender

branches, which are occasionally short and almost spiny : leaves

divided into two leaflets ; flowers not large, finely hairy, few

together
;

pod about three times as long as broad. This endemic

Australian species occurs at Careening, Vansittart, Nichol and
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Roebuck Bays, Oakover, Fitzroy andCxlenelg Rivers, and between

La Grange Bay and De Grey River.

Remarks. —Reputedly of little value.

(d) ErythrophhEum, Afzelius, 1818 (from Erytbros, red, and

phloios, bark, in allusion to the red sap which flows from the

bark when cut) Besides^ the endemic Australian species, the

genus only comprises 2 or perhaps 3 from tropical Africa. The

African species are termed " Red-water trees," one, E. Guineense,

yielding a very poisonous bark.

E. Laboucherii, F. v. M., 1864 (in honor of Henry Labou-

chere). A hardwooded tree of 40 feet or more in height, with

smooth branches and pinnate leaves, flowers small, greenish-

yellow, usually woolly-hairy, in dense almost stalkless spikes
;

pod large, leathery, about 4 times as long as broad. Examples

of this species have been observed at Careening and Vansittart

Bays ; it also occurs sparingly at La Grange Bay and De Grey

River.

7?^;;mrZ'5.— Besides yielding a very hard wood, the bark con-

tains a very poisonous principle. It is stated to be identical with

the plant mentioned by Leichardt as the " Leguminous Iron-bark

tree." The species was originally described by Mueller from

specimens collected in the Northern Territory during Gregory's

Expedition. He first named it Laboucheria chlorostachya, trans-

ferring it ultimately to its present genus.

(e) . Acacia, Toiirneforf, 1700 (from ac, a point in Celtic,

or from akazo, to sharpen, in allusiion to the spinescent character

of some species). —This constitutes one of the largest known

genera of flowering plants, is polymorphous and cosmopolitan

over the warmer portions of the earth. Fully 430 species are

known, of which two-thirds, comprising the great phyllodineous

series, are almost entirely restricted to Australia. The foliiferous

groups attain their greatest perfection in tropical regions, but in

Australia are represented by comparatively few species, one of which

(A. Farnesiana, Willd.,) extends beyond our boundaries, all other

members of the genus being endemic. Fully half of the Aus-

tralian species are indigenous in this State, the great majority

being peculiar. A. myrtifolia alone is recorded from all the

States, but seems to be absent from the far north. The genus

contains many timber trees of special value, the south-east Aus-

tralian " Blackwood" (A. melanoxylon) and the indigenous

" Raspberry Jam wood " (A. acuminata) being among the best

known. A. Peuce, from Central Australia, yields a dark-colored

wood, which is reputedly one of the hardest and heaviest in

existence. Acacia is absent from New Zealand.
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1. J. Se7?iis, F. v. M., 1854 (bramble- like habit).

—

A straggling prickly shrub of 10-15 f^^^ a much-branched
tree of 25 feet in height; phyllodes (leaf-like organs which
perform the functions of true leaves) rather narroAv, flat,

more or less curved, i-nerved ; flowers in globular heads
;

pod flat, broad, not long ; seeds mottled. This is the
" Prickly Acacia " of South Australia, and has been recorded
from all the States of the mainland In Western Australia

it has been observed at Barrow Range and Shark's Bay,
thence to Nichol Bay and King Sound.

/Remarks.— W'ood dark-colored and very hard. Abori-
gines of the interior use the seeds as an article of food

;

stock feed freely on the foliage, and a gum similar in

properties and color to the lighter forms of gum-arabic is

exuded by the species.

2. A, 7nicrohoirya^ Be?ith., 1842 (from the bunch-like
flower-heads). —An erect shrub or tree of over 40 feet in

height, with a stem-diameter of nearly 18 inches; phyllodes

long-lanceolate, or lanceolate i-nerved, slightly curved;
flowers in globular heads, pods narrow-linear. This endemic
species extends from the Stirling Range to the ?vIurchison

River, but has not been recorded from the eastern goldfields

nor in close proximity to the coast.

Rema?'ks. —Bark contains a considerable amount of

tannic principle. Wood is not in commercial use, but

would be of value for staves and turnery. The species has

the property of exuding annually large quantities of gum.
The plant was lirst described from specimens of Drummond's
collecting. In the vicinity of York it is associated with the

Jam-wood," and according to Preiss, who collected in that

district during 1840, was termed by the aborigines " Menna."
It is also known as the Badjong " or " Wattle gum."

3. A leiophylla^ Benth.^ 1842 (referring to the smooth-
ness of the phyllodes). —A bushy shrub or tree of 25-30 feet

in height, with a stem diameter of i foot or more ; phyllodes

very long, flat, more or less curved, one nerved ; flowers in

globular heads ; pod narrow, long and straight. Endemic,
and extending from the South-West portion of the State to

near the South Australian border, and penetrating a con-

siderable distance inland.

Rema7'ks.—hx\2\y'&\% of the foliage has proved the

presence of a quantity of lime-sulphate ; bark contains 30
per cent, of mimosa tannic acid, and the wood is hard and
close-grained. The species was described after an examina-
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tion of the specimens collected by Baxter, in the vicinity of

Albany. It is extensively cultivated abroad, especially in

South Africa and Algeria, where it furnished a considerable

amount ot the wattle bark of commerce.

4. A. cyanophylla, Lindley, 1835 (bluish colour of

foliage). —A tall, erect, much-branched, handsome shrub

or small tree of not more than 35 feet in height, with a

stem-diameter of one foot
;

phyllodes very long and com-

paratively narrow, flat and often twisted, with one nerve :

flowers in globular heads
;

pod narrow, long, and flat ;
seeds

black. It is endemic, being abundant near Perth and

northwards, also along the banks of streams in the Darling

Ranges, extending South to at least as far as Busselton.

Remarks. —Bark contains 30 per cent, of tannic prin-

ciple, and the wood is light-colored, hard, and tough. This

plant is vernacularly known as the " Black Wattle," and is

cultivated largely abroad not only for ornamental purposes,

but also on account of the large percentage of tannic

principle in the bark. The branches frequently become
pendulous, and like the last species it possesses the property

of readily throwing up suckers from the stumps and roots.

This is evidently the species referred to in the " Forests of

Western Australia and their Development" under the name
of A. leiophylla.

5. A. saliclna, Lindley^ 1838 (resembling a willow).

—

From a tall shrub to a tree of 35 feet in height, with

occasionally weeping branches
;

phyllodes flat, rather thick,

broadly linear but not long, the central nerve not very

prominent; flowers in globular heads; pod narrow, con-

tracted between the seeds. This species is found over

nearly the whole of the interior portions of Australia, ap-

pearing on the West coast near the entrance of the Murchi-

son River, Dirk Hartog's Island, and Shark's Bay, but

apparently does not penetrate the tropical portions of the

State.

Remarks. —Camels feed freely on the foliage. The
bark is sometimes used by bushmen for tanning skins, and
is repeatedly used by aborigines for poisoning fish. Timber
is close grained, very hard, tough, and of a dark colour. On
the Eastern goldfields the species frequently covers the

slopes and summits of sand ridges. It is frequently subject

to the attacks of caterpillar.s, and as a result individual

plants are denuded of foliage. It constitutes the " Cuba "

or " Native Willow " of the inland tracts of New South

Wales.
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6. A. transhicens, A. Cgh., 1837.— A small tree of 20-

25 feet in height, with a bushy crown
;

phyllodes small,

almost obovate, flcxuose, flat, several nerved ; flowers in

globular heads
;

pod thick but flattened, woody, narrow

and short with a hooked apex, the seeds separated from

each other by thin transverse partitions. Among the re-

corded localities for this tropical species may be mentioned

Montague, York, and King Sounds, Bay of Rest and Roe's

River.

Remarks, —Nothing is known of its economic pro-

perties.

7. A. bivcnosa^ De Cand.^ 1825 (two-nerved phyllodia).

—A tall, erect shrub or small tree frequently attaining a

height of 40 feet, with a stem-diameter of 15 inches; bark-

dark-colored, rough
;

phyllodes of a bluish color,

lanceolate
;

ovate, not large, with two prominent nerves
;

flowers of a golden yellow, in large globular heads
;

pod
long, and narrow ; seeds dull-black. Endemic and purely

coastal, being confined to limestone formations. Extends

from Fremantle, north to the Admiralty Gulf, and in

numerous interjacent localities.

Remarks. —Wood is dark-colored, hard, close-grained,

and would be suitable for inlaying and turnery.

l^his is one of the most beautiful members of the genus,

the golden-yellow globular flower heads being larger than is

usual in members of the section, and forming a striking

contrast with the bluish hue of the foliage. It is well

worthy of horticultural attention. Some good examples are

to be seen growing along the bank of the Swan River, near

Osborne, and at Fremantle.

8. A. hemig7iosta, F. v. J/., 1858.— Varies from a tall

shrub to a tree of 25 feet in height, the herbaceous portions

of a bluish or whitish colour
;

phyllodes more or less wedge-

shaped, rigid, with 3-5 nerves ; flowers in small globular

heads
;

pod rather large, broad linear, flat with very acute

edges. The limits of range of this tropical species are by no

means lixed. It has been recorded from Cambridge Gulf,

Yule and Prince Regent's Rivers.

Re??mrks. —Economic properties not recorded.

9. A. cypej'ophylla^ F. 7). M., 1864 (resembling leaf of a

cyperus).- —̂Usually a small tree of 30 feet or more in height,

with a stem-diameter of i foot; bark dark-brown and very

curly
;

phyllodes cylindrical, greyish from fine appressed
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hairs, very long with usually fine hooked points ; flowers in

oblong, short, stalkless spikes
;

pods slightly hairy, long, narrow,

and almost straight. This extra-tropical species is not un

common in the eastern interior, especially from Mt. Malcolm,

northwards towards Peak Hill, and thence to Warman Rocks
near the South Australian border.

Renim'ks. —Wood is dark-colored, heavy and extremely

hard. Is largely used by the aborigines in the manufacture

of their weapons. The species frequently lines the banks of

water-courses, and is easily recognised by the peculiar bark.

Flowers profusely during July and August.

10. A. a?ieii7'a^ F. v. M.j 1853 (from the apparently

nerveless character of the foliage).— A shrubby or arbor-

escent species, in favourable localities attaining a height of

from 30-40 feet; phyllodes narrow-linear, rather thick,

greyish with closely oppressed haii^s, not very long, with

often a hooked point ; nerves very fine : flowers in a dense,

shortly stalked spike
;

pod flat, four times as long as broad,

edges more or less winged. It extends from the Gascoyne
River to the Eastern goldfields, thence to the South Austra-

lian border, the localities being numerous.

/Remarks. —̂The foliage is of value as a fodder for

pasturing animals, is freely eaten by camels, and as it con-

tains much starch and gum is very nutritious. An analysis

made by J. H. Maiden, of the perfectly dried bark deter-

mined the percentage of mimosa-tannin to be S'62. Wood
is excessively hard, durable, and of a dark-brown color.

It is largely used by the aborigines of the eastern interior

for kylies, digging sticks, etc. This plant constitutes the

well-known " Mulga " of inland districts, growing in the

most arid localities, but seems to be absent from the

tropical portions of the State. The so-called " Mulga
Apple " is one of the galls which occasionally form on
plants of this species. "Mulga" furnishes the principal

host plant for Loranthus Quandong.

11. A. clbariaj F. v. M.^ 1882.- —Often a small tree of

20-25 ^^^^ ''^ height, with hairy branches
;

phyllodes rather

narrow, long, with a hooked point, thick but flattened,

striate and covered with fine greyish hairs ; flowers in short

dense stalked spikes
;

pod narrow, straight, and rather long.

This species has been recorded from Shark's Bay and the

Gascoyne River.

Remarks. —According to Sir John Forrest it is the

"Worung" of the Shark's Bay aborigines, they using the

seeds for food.
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12. yl. Doratoxylon, A. CgL, 1825 (Spearwood). —

A

tree of 30-35 ft^et in height, with a stem-diameter of 15
inches, the whole plant appearing more or less ashy-white
in color

;
phyllodes flat, long and narrow, slightly curved,

and with many fine nerves
; flowers in shortly stalked spikes

;

pod almost cylindrical and slightly flexuous
; seeds small, of

a shining black. The species occurs sparingly in the
eastern interior and has been recorded ar far ' north as
Derby.

Ecjnarks. —Timber is light, hard, scented, and of a
handsome appearance. Is much used by the aborigines for
making spears and other arms. It constitutes the " Spear-
wood " or Currawang" of parts of New South Wales.

13. A. acuminata, BentL, 1842 (from the foliage).

—

A small tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a stem-diameter of
one foo.t

; phyllodes narrow, flat, curved, often above a foot
long, with fine parallel nerves ; flowers in shortly stalked
spikes

;
pod narrow, nearly straight, nearly flat, and often

somewhat constricted between the seeds. This endemic
species extends from the south coast, north to the Gascoyne
River, thence to the eastern interior.

Reimu'ks. —W^ood is dark-colored, very hard, dense,
and durable, and is stated to be not attacked by white ants.

Its adaptability for inlaying, turnery, and generally work of
an ornamental character is well known. It is pervaded by
an essential oil, distillation yielding at the rate of ilb. of
oil to I ton of wood. This oil has a raspberry-like scent
and flavour. Sheep will eat the foliage. The species is the
well known "Jam-wood," or, according to Dr. L. ]Veiss,

the "Mangart" of tlie natives in the vicinity of York. It

was described froni specimens collected by Drummond and
Baxter.

14. A. tumida, F. v. M., 1858 (having reference to the
valves of the pod). A bluish looking tree of about 30 feet in

height; phyllodes large, 4-5 times as long as broad, some-
what curved, with numerous fine nerves : flowers in slender

spikes
;

pod nearly cylindrical, curved, valves swollen^

leathery, divided transversely bet ween the seeds. A tropical

species recorded from Lacrosse Island, Roebuck Bay, and
Fitzroy River.

Remarks. —Economic properties unknown.

16. A. pallida^ F. 7J. Af., 1858 (referring to the appear-
ance of the plant). ^—A tree of 40 feet in height, of a whitish

or bluish as]:)ect ; leaves rather large, twice pinnate, with.
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numerous small oblong paired leaflets
;

stipules often spiny
;

flowers numerous in solitary stalked, globular heads. This

tropical species has only been recorded from a few localities

principally in the Northern Territory. Recently it has been

discovered at Carson's River in this State.

Remarks. —Little is known of the species, and the

fruit is as yet undescribed.

(f.) Albizzia, Durazzini, 1772 (after Albizzi, an Italian.)—

This genus is spread principally throughout the tropics of the

Old World and consists of 25-30 species of which at least two

are West Australian.

1. A. lophavJJia^ Be?/fh., 1864 (having reference to the

crest-like appearance of the inflorescence) —̂Usually a tall

shrub, but occasionally a small tree of 20-25 feet in height,

the herbaceous portions more or less finely hairy ; leaves

twice pinnate; leaflets small, in numerous pairs; flowers

pale^yellow often with a greenish tinge, in conspicuous

axillary stalked spikes : pod about six times as long as broad,

flat. This well- marked species is endemic and restricted

to the south-west portions of the State, the habitat being

from the south coast to at least as far north as Jarrahdale.

Refnarks. —Analysis of the dried root has proved it to

contain fully 10 per cent, of saponin. The species is much
cultivaled for ornament, and is one of the easiest of plants

to raise from seed.

2. A. canescens^ Benth.^ 1864 (hoary appearance of the

foliage).— This forms a beautiful tree of 30-40 feet in height,

with spreading branches, the young growth and foliage

hoary with close flne hairs
; leaves large, bipinnate, leaflets

not numerous ; flowers yellow, finely hair^-, in dense globular

shortly stalked heads
;

pods flattened, about four and a half

times as long as broad. This species is confined to the

tropical portions of Australia, it having been originally

discovered in Queensland, and latterly at Prince Regent's

River in this State.

Remarks, —Of its economic properties nothing is known.

XI.— RHIZOPHOREm,R. Br. {1812^.)

17 genera, 50 species. All aie tropical, many sharing with

other arborescent species the muddy shores and estuaries of rivers.

The bark of many of the Rhizophores is astringent and of value for

tanning purposes ; it can also be used for dyeing black. 7'he timber

is usually hard and durable. The first two genera represent the true

Mangroves, and are maritime.
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(a.) Ceriops, Arnott^ 1838 (having reference to the fruit).-

—

The number of species do not exceed 2-3, all inhabiting the

tropical shores of the Old World. The Australian species is a

common Asiatic one.

C. Candolleana, Ar?iott^ 1:838 (after De Candolle). —

A

small tree, frequently much dwarfed ; leaves very broad, leathery

and not toothed ; flowers small, numerous : fruit club-shaped or-

conical. It occurs along the northern coast of Australia to as

far west as Port Nelson and vicinity.

Remarks, —Wood is very hard, of a red color, and weighs
about 63 lbs per cubic foot when dry. It is abundant in India

and Burma, also in the East Indies, where it forms large tidal

forests. In those regions the bark is often used for tanning.

(b). —Bruguieraj Lamarck^ 1796 (after J. C. Bruguieres).

—

A genus of about eight species, all confined to the tropics of the
Old World, the four species which represent the genus in Aus-
tralia being all common to Southern Asia.

B. gym?iorrhiza, Lamarck^ 1798 (naked-rooted). —This is

often a tree of 60 feet in height, with a clear stem of 30 feet

and a stem-diameter of two feet evergreen ; leaves very large,

leathery and shining, usually oblong and on a very thick stalk;

flowers large, solitary, green or purplish ; fruit top shaped and
leathery. A not uncommon species on the north coast of Aus-
tralia, extending west to Roebuck Bay.

Remarks. —Wood close-grained, fibrous, hard, heavy and
durable ; the sap wood is pale-colored, that of the heart reddish

or yellowish-brown. In India and Burma the bark is considered

good for tanning.

(c.) Carallia, Roxburgh^ 1814 (from Karalli, a name by
which one of the species is known to the Teliugas). —The genus
consists of about seven species, distributed over tropical regions,

extending from Madagascar to tropical Asia throughout the East

India Archipelago. The Australian species extends over the

whole range of the genus.

C. i7itege7'rhna^ De Cand.^ 1828 (leaves entire). —A tree of

50-70 feet in height, with a clear stem of 25-40 feet and a stem-

diameter of 1-J-3 feet; bark greyish, rather rough, thin and
brittle ; leaves large, usually obovate and entire, but variable

;

flowers rather small and white ; fruit red, succulent, globose,

rather small. Occurs along the north coast of Australia, west to

Brunswick Bay and York Sound.

Remarks.— Timh^tr is of a variegated reddish-brown color,

close-grained and heavy, weighing when seasoned 6olbs. per
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cubic foot. It is of considerable value for planks, furniture, etc.

The species forms a not inconsiderable constituent of the forests

of India and Burma.

XII. e©MBRETaeE^, R. Br. (1810.)

1 8 genera, 240 species. Its members are distributed over the

tropical portions of the whole world, with the exception of a few North

Indian and South African species. In Australia there are four genera

(one endemic) with 27 species. Owing to the astringent properties

which prevail in some species the bark is often used for tanning.

The fruits of many furnish a black dye.

(a.) Terminalia^ Limit, 1767 (from terminus, in allusion to

the leaves being bunched at the ends of the branches). —The
members of this genus are distributed over the tropics of the

whole world, being most numerous in America. They number
about 80, one-fourth of which are indigenous in Australia, all but

one being endemic. The species referred to here are of between

25-30 feet in height.

1. T. volucris, R. i?r.— Branches spreading ; leaves

broad, almost oval, thin, on rather long stalks ; flowers

whitish and fmely hairy ;
fruit a drupe, with two prominent

wings. Extends from the Northern Territory west to Cam-
bridge Gulf and interjacent localities.

Remarks. —This little known species was first collected

by R. Brown, and although named by him a des-

cription was not available until 1864.

2. T. circmnlata, F. v. M., 1862 (in allusion to the fruit

being entirely surrounded by the wing). —̂Leaves and inflores-

cence invested with soft silky hairs ; leaves oblong or

elliptical, not large, with few spreading veins ; flowers pale,

hairy; fruit a drupe, entirely surrounded by a membranous
wing. It is indigenous in the Northern Territory, extending

to this State, penetrating for a considerable distance inland

and thence slightly south of the Tropic. The following

are recorded localities:— Cape Pond, Depiich Island, Nichol

Bay, Fortescue, Upper Ashburton and Lyons Rivers.

Remarks.— is the only species recorded south of

the Tropic in W.A.

3. T. microcarpa, Decaisne^ 1834 (small-fruited).

—

Young growth more or less hairy ; leaves rather large, ovate,

slightly leathery and much dotted ; flowers small, pale, in

long spikes, invested with reddish hairs ; fruit a drupe,

in shape and color resembling an olive. This species has

been recorded from Prince Regent's River.
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Remarks. —Examples of this plant were first obtained
from Timor.

4. T. petiolaris, A. Cgh. (in reference to the propor-
tionately long leaf-stalks). —Closely resembles the last,

species, but the leaves are smaller. The veins and
dots are hardly perceptible, and the stalk is at least

two-thirds as long as the blade. It appears to be endemic
and confined to the hotter portions of the State, having been
recorded from Point Cunningham, "^'ork Sound, Cygnet and
Roebuck Bays.

Remarks. —The drupe is edible, and is used by the
aborigines in the vicinity of Roebuck Bay for food. It has
a pleasant, slightly acid flavor. Bentham described the plant
during 1864 from specimens already named in Allan
Cunningham's herbarium.

(b). Gyroairpus, N. Jacquhi, 1763 (term from the winged
appendages causing the fruit to gyrate when fallingfrom the tree).

—Amonotypic genus. The solitary species is common in the
tropical portions of America, Asia, and Australia.

G. Jacquini Roxburgh (after N. Jacquin, a distinguished
botanist). —A tree often attaining a height of 60-70 feet, with a

clear trunk of 40 feet, and a stem-diameter of six feet ; branches
stout ; leaves bright green, turning black in drying, deciduous,
very large, ovate and entire or three-lobed, on long stalks, clus-

tered at the ends of the branches
; flowers greenish- yellow, small,

numerous, forming branched heads ; fruit a drupe, ovoid, rather

large, and crowned by the two wing-like calyx lobes. It extends from
the coastal districts of Queensland to the tropical portions of this

State, King Sound, Roebuck Bay, Fitzroy River, and between
La Grange Bay and De Grey River being some of the localities.

Remai'ks. —The Avood is of a pale colour, very light and
soft. This variable plant was first described from American
specimens as G. Americanus by Jacquin in 1763. In 1814
Roxburgh combined this form with the subsequently named
G. Asiaticus of Willdenow, G. acuminatus, of Meissuer, and the

G. sphenopterus and rugosus of R. Brown, applying; to the com-
bination its present specific name.

XIIK-MYRTHeETE, Hdanson (1763.)

76 genera, about 1800 species. This Order is distributed over

the tropical and sub-tropical regions of both hemispheres. In Aus-
tralia there are 44 genera with about 670 species, these including

nearly the whole of the capsular fruited forms, and comprise what are

probably the loftiest trees in the world. On account of the astringent
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principle prevalent in the Order, the bark of some species is

used for tanning. Fragrant, aromatic, and volatile oils pervade nearly

the whole of the genera. Ordinary cloves are the dried buds of one
species, and allspice and Pimento pepper are derived from another.

Several furnish good dessert fruits, such as the Rose-apple, Jambo and
Guava. Many species yield splendid timber. The arborescent

species indigenous in Western Australia are confined to eight

genera.

(a) . Agonis, De Cand., 1828 (literally —without angles). —Of
the 13 species known, 11 are confined to our southern districts,

whilst 2 are natives of North East Australia.

A. flcxiiosa^ JJe Cand., 1828 (flexuose branches). —From
shrubby to arborescent, frequently attaining a height of 60 feet,

with a stem-diameter of 2.| feet ; branches often pendulous
;

bark rough, greyish ; leaves dark-green on both sides, narroAv,

with 3 more or less conspicuous nerves ; flowers white, nume-
rous, forming small clusters along the branchlets. Its natural

habitat is the South West portions of the State, usually not far

distant from the coast. It is abundant from Albany to the

Swan River District.

Ji€ma?'ks.—T\\x'i plant often exudes a kind of kino : leaves

contain a large percentage of an almost colorless antiseptic oil.

Wood is light-colored, hard, dense, durable, and used for a

variety of purposes. The species is well adapted for avenue
planting in humid climates. It often lines the banks of water-

courses. When of shrubby habit it occasionally forms almost im-
penetrable thickets. Several good examples are grownng in the
Perth Government Gardens. Vernacularly known as the " Pep-
permint," " Native Willow," or "Myrtle Willow."

(b) . Lamarchea^ Gaud., 1826 (in honor of A. M. Lamarche,
who was a lieutenant under Captain Freycinet, during his expe-

dition of 1810). It is monotypic and endemic, only differing

from Melaleuca in the stamens being arranged in one bundle.
[The stamens collectively are vernacularly termed flowers, and
in this sense the latter term is applied to this and the two follow-

ing genera.]

Z. Hakeacfolia, Gaud , 1826 (foliage resembling that of some
species of Hakea). Often becomes a tree of 25-30 feet in

height, with a greyish bark ; leaves alternate, rather narrow,
stiff, with three prominent nerves

; flowers rather large, dull-red

or purplish, without apparent stalks and growing singly from the
previous year's wood ; stamens very long, in bundles, which are
contracted into a tube at the base. It has only been noticed at

Shark's Bay and vicinity.
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Remarks. —This endemic and little known species has a

very constricted range. In its solitary habitat it is confined to

the sand-ridges in close proximity to the sea.

(c.) Melaleuca, Lhme^ 1767 (referring to the black trunk

and white branches). —This genus is distributed throughout the

whole of the Australian States and consists of fully 105 species,

of which one extends to Southern Asia and a second one to

British New Guinea. Fully three-fourths of the species are indi-

genous in this State, the vast majority being endemic within the

exra-tropical moiety of our boundaries. All its members possess

an aromatic and not disagreeable oil. The bark of our native

arborescent members of the genus is of a corky or spongy texture,

peeling off in paper-like sheets, hence the general term " Paper-

bark." This bark is hardly inflammable and contains antiseptic

properties. According to experiments made wdth that of one

species it is of value for fruit packing. It has been proved that

when packed in this material lemons will keep 5, oranges 4, and

apples 3 months. The timber of all the species is hard, fissile,

and durable, especially when used underground. That of most

species is almost impervious to the attacks of white ants.

I. M Leucad€7idron, Linne^ 1767 (the Malayan term

for this species is Caju-Puti, which signifies " white tree,"

hence the origin of the specific appellation). —Is usually a

tall tree, frequently attaining a height of 80 feet, watha'stem-

diameter of 4 feet, branches pendulous, or when of stunted

habit stiff and erect ; bark thick, of a corky or spongy texture,

peeling off in paper-like sheets : leaves rather long, broad or

narrow, with 3-7 nerves ; flowers small, white, few together

in a long much interrupted spike; fruit almost globular.

The XVest Australian localities are numerous and include

the following :—King Sound, Roebuck and Beagle Bays,

Fitzroy, Fortescue and other tropical rivers, and between

La Grange Bay and the l)e Grey River.

Remarks. —The leaves of some varieties of this variable

species yield Cajaput oil to the extent of 2%, the best being

obtained from the variety minor. It has been used in

India for centuries, is rich in Cineol, and closely allied to

Eucalyptus oil. Cajaput is a limpid, very volatile oil of a

pale, bluish green color, its properties are diaphoretic,

stimulating and antispasmodic when used internally, and

rubifacient when applied externally. Bark has been suc-

cessfully experimented with for fruit packing. Timber is

hard, close-grained, easily split, almost imperishable under-

ground, and is 'used for a variety of purposes, including

ship-building and piles. This is the only member of the
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genus extending to Asia, and is chiefly, but not always found

growing in spots subject to tidal influences. In the Northern

Territory, and also in the hotter portions of this State it

often penetrates a considerable distance inland, in the

majority of instances lining the banks of watercourses. It

constitutes the " Cajaput " of the North-West, of other parts

of Australia, and of Southern Asia, and is also known in

parts of Eastern Australia as the " White or Swamptea-tree."

2. M. lasiandra, F. 7K M., 1862 (referring to the flowers).

A tree of 25-30 feet in height, the young growth finely hairy,

becoming smooth and bluish when fulUgrown ;
bark peeling

off in paper-like layers : leaves not large, flat, narrow and

stiff, with 3-5 nerves ; flowers white, small, softly woolly-hairy,

in interrupted spikes ; fruit ovate, truncate. This species

has been recorded from the Fitzroy and Margaret Rivers and

a few other localities in the hotter portions of the State.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the character of the

timber. This plant is closely allied to the "Cajaput," but

unlike that species, it usually inhabits arid districts.

3. JVL parviflora^ LindL, 1 839 (in allusion to smallness of

flowers.) —Frequently attains a height of 40 feet, with a

stem diameter of 3 4 feet, and stout tortuous branches, the

greyish bark peeling ofl' in layers ; leaves crowded, almost

flat, stiff, more or less lanceolate, with 1-3 indistinct nerves;

flowers small, pale yellow, in a loose but not long spike
;

fruit longer than broad. In West Australia it extends along

nearly the whole of the south coast, thence north to the

Murchison River and Dirk Hartog's Island. It also occurs

at Gnarlbine and other portions of the eastern interior.

Remarks.^'^2.xV is similar in character to that of the

" Cajaput " tree. Timber is very hard, fissile, durable, and

of a reddish color. This species is indigenous in all the

States of the mainland, and attains its maximum perfection

in swampy localities not far distant from the coast, but in

dry situations, such as the eastern interior, it is mostly of

shrubby habit, and then Frequently forms small thickets. It

constitutes one of the "Paper-barks" so common in the

vicinity of Perth, and to this species or M. rhaphiophylla

should be referred the specimens of wood and bark labelled

M. Leucadendron now in the Museum of the Forestry

Department. Bentham, in the" Flora Australiensis,' describes

this species under Schauer's name of M. Preissiana. As
already pointed out by Mueller, this should be a synonym of

M. parviflora, as Schauer's description was not published

until 1844.
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4. M. rhaphiopJiylla^ Schauer, 1844 (referring to the

leaves). —Similar in stature and bark to M. parviflora ; leaves

almost cylindrical ; flowers small, pale yellow, in a cylindri-

cal spike ; fruit globose, with a thick base. The species

extends from the south coast north to the Murchison River.

Rema7'ks. —Bark and wood similar to last species. This

endemic " Paper-bark" is conmion in the vicinity of Perth,

growing usually in swampy spots, being often associated with

other members of the genus. It is chiefly restricted to coastal

districts, but according to Schauer specimens were collected

by Dr. Preiss at the Avon River, near York, during

Marcti, 1840.

5. M. ciilicnlaris^ LabilL, 3806 (referring to the lamellar

bark. —A small shrub or tree of 25-30 feet in height, with

very crooked, stout branches ; bark greyish or brown, and

peeling off in sheets ; leaves narrow lanceolate, but slightly

keeled and all opposite ; flowers few, pale colored, one or

few together at the ends of the branchlets, closely surrounded

by bracts ; fruit of moderate size, campanulate. It has been

recorded from Albany to the Swan River District.

Remarks. —Bark of this species, along with that of others,

should furnish good material for the manufacture of the

coarser kinds of paper. Wood similar in character to that

of other members of the genus. The species difters from all

other Western Australian "Paper-barks" in having always

opposite leaves, and in growmg more frequently in dry

situations. It is endemic, and purely coastal. Good examples

^are growing at Bayswater, and it is the principal species in

the immediate vicinity of the Canning River bridge.

6. JI. uncinata, R.Br., 1812 (uncinate leaves).

Remarks.- —̂The above can hardly be called a timber

tree of this State, as so far as observed it is always of

shrubby habit, frequently forming small thickets. Examples

of this mode of growth can be observed at Midland

junction, Cunderdin, etc. This extratropical species has a

very wide range, it being recorded from all the States of the

mainland. In its P^iastern localities, especially in New
South Wales, it is recorded as reaching a height of 60

feet with a stem-diameter of 4 feet. There it is termed
-' Tea-tree," and yields a hard, close-grained durable wood.

This species is referred to here for the purpose of drawing

attention to its supposed medicinal properties. According to

Mr. Tepper, of South Australia, the foliage of this species

furnishes an excellent remedy for catarrhal affections.
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He writes that he and others had derived great relief from

chewing a few of the leaves together at irregular intervals :

after two days the accompanyino- stiff" neck, cough, and

difficulty in swallowing had entirely disappeared, while the

catarrh itself had so far abated as to have given no incon-

venience.

(d). Eucalyptus, L'Herifier, 1788 (from eu, w^eli, and

kalypto, to cover, as with a lid, having reference to the concreted

sefials covering the stamens and falling off in one piece on their

expansion, in the form of a lid).

This genus contains our most noted timber trees, and for

that reason a brief reference to its principal characters is given.

The floral envelope or calyx consists of two parts, a lower persis-

tent portion termed the tube, and an entire upper portion, which

forms a lid or covering, and falls off as the stamens expand.

When in bud the line of junciion between the persistent tube and

the lid is sometimes very marked, in other instances not clearly

visible : in the latter case the lid separates from the tube in an

irregular fashion, tearing off as it were. When this occurs the lid

remains attached to one side of the tube until the flowering has

considerably advanced. Good examples of this will be observed

in flowering specimens of " Red-gum " (E. calophylla) and the

" Red-flowering gum " (E. ficifolia). No corolla or inner floral

envelope is apparent, unless represented by the thin separable

membrane lining the inside of the lids of a few species. The
stamens, which are comuionly referred to as the flowers, are very

many, free and in several rows, or combined at least at the base

so as to form four bundles. Eiuit is enlarged, very hard and woody,

with 3-6 cells, the seeds very numerous in each cell, only one

or very few in each cell being fertile. Leaves of most species

are vertical, or nearly so, the flowers variously arranged, but

seldom solitary.

This genus consists of about 150 species, and with the ex-

ce])tion of one or two they are all natives of the Australian States.

One species (E. Alba) extends to Timor, 3 species (E. tereticornis,

E. tessellaris, and E. terminalis) extend to British New (iuinea,

and the same may be said of another species (E. clavigera)

should the E. Papuana prove to be not specifically distinct.

Of the total known species fully half are indigenous in this State,

the majority being peculiar to extra-tropical districts. Eucalypti

are both sporadic and gregarious, and constitute by far the largest

proj^ortion of Australian forests, its members comprising some
of the loftiest plants known. Many species furnish timber that

for strength and durability has few equals. All contain n)ore
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or less of an astringent gum, and the well-known Eucalyptus

oil is the product of several different species. The vast

majority oi species are easy of reproduction, of rapid growth,

and in many instances can be grown from cuttings. In the

Eastern States most of the species are known vernacularly as

" Gum-trees," Box-trees," or " Hloodwoods." or by terms having

reference to the character of the bark. In Western Australia

the terms used in reference to many species are largely of

native origin, the principal being Jarrah, Karri, Tuart, Yate,

and Wandoo.

As a genus Eucalyptus is one of the most marked, but at

the same time it must be admitted that some of the species

comprised within it are in their characters most unstable.

The foliage, as well as the size and shape of other organs are

frequently very divergent in members of what is admittedly a

single species. As cross-fertilisation of the flower is easy arti-

ficially, and as it is known to occur at least imperfectly in

nature, much of the diversity in the character of individuals may
be recent, and traceable to this source. It may be stated that

the French botanist, L' Heritier, established the genus on Tas-

mania n specimens of " Stringy-bark " (E. obliqua.)

1. sepiilcJiraHs^ F. v. J/., 1882. —̂A small tree with

weeping branches and smooth nearly white bark ; leaves

small, rather narrow, bright green ; flowers pale-yellow, few

together, lid wrinkled ; fruit large truncate-ovate or almost

urn-shaped and much constricted at the top. From the

vicinity of the Thomas River.

Remarks. —This is one of the rarest of endemic West
Australian Eucalypti, it only having been recorded from the

one locality. It was discovered by Campbell Taylor, who
remarked on its similarity in habit to the " Weeping
Willow." Its usual height has not been recorded. The
specific name was chosen on account of the adaptability of

the species for cemetery planting.

2. E. viarginaia^ Doim^ 1800 (leaves margined). —

A

small or large tree attaining a height of 125 feet or more,

with a stem diameter frequently exceeding 4 feet ; bark

greyish, rough, fissured and persistent; leaves of moderate

length, lanceolate, tapering gradually to a point ; flowers of

moderate size, white, few to many together ; stamens wavy

before expansion ; fruit semi-globular, hard and smooth.

It extends from near Albany north to the Moore River.

Remarks. ^Y'vccih^x is red, close-grained, fairly heavy

and one of the most durable known. It is extensively used
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for wood-paving, piles, railway-sleepers, etc., turnery and

other purposes to numerous too detail here. It takes a good

polish. When green weighs from 71-76 lbs. per cubic foot

and about 64 lbs. when thoroughly seasoned. The species

constitutes the principal forest tree of Western Australia,

being endemic and almost entirely restricted to those

districts subject to the influence of the moist winds of the

South-West. With the exception of a smaW patch at the

head of the Buckland River and one or two other localities,

it is not found more than 50 miles inland. Although the

native term " Jarrah " or more seldom " Native mahogany"

is applied to this species, according to some authorities the

aborigines also termed it " Jerrile." Examples have been

met with having a stem-diameter of 8 feet, with a maximum
height of 200 feet, but they are not numerous. I'he best

timber is obtainable from trees affecting iron-stone ridges.

Its durability seems to be attributable to the presence of the

substance kino-red, of which it contains 15-17 percent.,

and kino-tannin 4-5 per cent. The former, which is allied

to Phlobaphen, is insoluble in water, but not in alkaline

preparations. When the wood is of a very deep color it is

a sign of the presence of more than an ordinary quantity of

kino-red. The fact of the peculiar acid principle being

present in the wood accounts for its immunity from the

attacks of wood-boring animals. Even in the most favorable

situations the species is a slow grower, it requiring from

45-50 years to obtain a stem-diameter of 2 feet. It is not a

suitable species for cultivation in dry localities. The term

marginata was first applied to this species by Donn.

Eentham and other authorities cite Sir James Smith. In

1801 Smith published a description of the plant and doubt-

fully referred it to Bonn's species, but he gave Port Jackson

as its habitat. W. T. x\iton gave the specimens to Smith in

1798, mentioning that the seeds were gathered by Archi-

bald Menzies, the botanist who accompanied Capt. Van-

couver in 1791. During the course ot this expedition King

(xeorge's Sound was discovered. This was the only portion

of Australia on which the members of the expedition landed,

so there can be little doubt as to where Menzies gathered

his seed.

3. Todtiana, F. v. M., 1882 (after Emil Todt, a

botanical artist).^ —A tree of 30 feet or more in height, with

a rough, fibrous, persistent bark ; leaves small, stiff, shining,

rather narrow ; flowers pale-yellow, not numerous : inner

stamens inflexed ;
fruit large, almost globular, streaked, ot a
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greyish color ; the pale-brown fertile seeds with a lateral

wing-like expansion. This species occurs in the vicinity of

the Moore, Arrowsmith, and Greenough Rivers.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the timber. The plant

is endemic, of limited distribution, only growing so far as

observed on sandy ridges. I'he original specimens were

collected by Earon F. von Mueller and Sir John Forrest.

4. E. gracilis^ F. v. M.^ 1S54 (referring to the habit).

—Varying from shrubby to arborescent and often attaining

a height of 30 feet, frequently with several stems from

the one root-stock ; bark silvery-grey and smooth ; leaves

small, narrow, shining and rather thick : flowers small, white;

fe)v together, the outer stamens without anthers
;

fruit ob-

conical or narrow urnshaped. This species hasbeen recorded

from Fitzgerald and Salt Rivers, and l^hillips Range, and
also from the vicinity of Yilgarn.

ReDiarks. —The timber is not in use, but the foliage is

of value for cnl distillation. looolbs. of the leaves yielding

540/'. of oil. This " Mallee has a very wide range, flourish-

ing in either clayey or sandy soil, preferably the latter.

6. E. pniinosa^ Sch.auer^ i^^43 (having reference to the

wnitish-grc)' color of foliage).— A tree of 50-70 feet in

height, with a persistent rough or wrinkled greyish bark,

the branchlets and foliage usually of a whitish grey color ;

leaves of moderate size, stiff, almost heart-shaped, stalkless,

and nearly all opposite ;
flowers whitish, numerous, in a

corymb; fruit of moderate size, semi-ovate or shortly cylin-

dricul. This plant extends from the source of Sturt's Creek

to the Ord Ri\er.

Remarks. —This tropical species throughout nearly the

whole of its habitat is aUnost conflned to arid districts.

Its abiuulance in localities of this nature tends to show the

facilit}' with which the seeds germinate. It would be well

worth growitig in warm dry districts (or the purpose of creat-

ing a flrewood supply.

6. /'>. i)iicr()!heca^F.-v. J/., i^S58 (in reference to the small

fi-uits).— A tree sometimes attaining a height of 80-100 feet,

with a stem-diameter of 4 feet ; bark dark or ashy-grey,

quite or almost persistent ; lea\es from short and broad to

long-lanceolate, of a light greyish-green color, the veins

scarcely visible ; flowers smaU, scented, pale-colored, from

few to many in the inflorescence, with very short stamens;

fruit semi-ovate, very small, with protruding valves. The
West .Australian localities are numerous, among the prin-
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cipal being Murchison and Gascoyne Rivers, Shark's Bay,

Dampier's Archipelago, Cambridge (lulf, etc.

Remarks. —̂Wood is reddish-brown, very hard, elastic,

heavy, and does not spHt readily. Not only does this

species furnish excellent lumber, but the timber would be

of considerable value to the cabinetmaker. It is known to

the aborigines of the Murchison district as the Callaihe
"

or " Vathoo," and is often associated with E. rostrata,

growing on hills and sandy plains. This species forms one

of the largest of desert trees, flourishing in the most arid

districts. According to Professor Naudin, it has grown

wonderfully in parts of Southern hrance and Algeria, espe-

cially in the dry districts of the latter country. It is without

doubt one of the best indigenous species tor experimental

culture on the Eastern goldfields. I'he roots yield con-

siderable quantities of drinkable water, which is largely

availed of by the aborigines of the northern interior, as

much as a quart being obtainable within an hour. Bentham
in the "Flora Australiensis " referred this species to E.

brachypoda, Turc/., but it is apparent that the latter is

identical with E. rudis, Endlicher. Turczaninovv published

his description in 1849, the specimens being obtained from

Drummond's Fourth Collection. As already pointed out

by Mueller, this collection was made in the southern

districts of the extratropical portions of the State, and only

the sixth actually in the Murchison district. Bentham,

under Turczaninow's iiame, described the true E. micro-

theca, but as the former was founded on specimens of

iv rudis, it must become a synonym of that species, and

E. microlheca be restored to its original position.

7. E, decipiens^ Endl.^ 1837.— Usually a tree of 40-70

feet in height, with a soft spongy or rough and persistent

bark : leaves of moderate length, firm, ovate-lanceolate
;

flowers creamy-white, numerous, in heads, the stalk almost

cylindrical ; fruit rather small, top-shaped or pear-shaped.

-Sparingly distributed from the south coast to the Swan
River district.

Rejfiarks- -T'mhitx is stated to he of little value. The
species is endemic and constitutes one of the trees known
vernacularly as " Mooded gum. ' Its usual habitat is along

the banks of watercourses, on flats and limestone ridges in

close proximity to the sea-coast.

8. E. concolor^ Scliauer^ 1844. —A tree of 30^50 feet in

heiglit, with a smooth bark, in appearance closely resembling
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the last species ; leaves not long, firm and stiff, broadly-

lanceolate
; flowers pale-colored, numerous, in heads, the

stalk thick and much flattened : fruit not large, globose-

truncate. Extends from the south coast to Fremantle and
Point Irwin.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the economic proper"

ties of this species. It is endemic and so far as observed
confined to coastal tracts. Schauer described the species

from specimens collected by Dr. L. Preiss. at Fremantle, in

1838.

9. E. c(esia, Be7ith.^ 1866 (from the whitish or lavender

color assumed by the species).— A small tree attaining a

height of 25-30 feet
;

branches, foliage, and fruit i^reyish-

white ; leaves small, thick, more or less lanceolate ; flowers

white, few together, the common stalk recurved ; fruit rather

large, ovoid-truncate. 'J'his plant has been recorded
from the Murchison River and Mount Stirling, and is not un-

common north of Fraser Range and other portions of the

eastern interior.

Re7narks. —Nothing is known of the wood. This en-

demic species was described originally in the Flora

Australiensis " from fruiting specimens, collected by J.

Drummond in the vicinity of the Murchison River. In the

eastern interior it attains its maximum height.

10. E. oleosa^ E. v. J/., 1859 (from the oily nature of

the foliage). —x\ shrub or tree, never tall in the type, but in

one variety attaining a height of 120 feet ; bark on old trees

rough and persistent or corky and shedding in patches, on
young plants pale and smooth ; leaves not very long, thick,,

light-green, narrow to lanceolate ; flowers white, compara-
tively not numerous ; fruit small, almost semi-globular. Extends
from the south coast to beyond ('oolgardie, thence west to

the upper tributaries of the Swan River.

Remarks. —With regard to the type, the timber is of no
value, but the foliage yields large quantities of oil. This

in the cold state readily dissolves Indian rubber and amber.

This along with E. gracilis, E. uncinata, and E. incrassata,.

with its form E. dumosa, are indigenous examples of the
*^ Mallee " scrubs of Australia. The form longicornis or

longirostris of Mueller is purely Western. It is truly arbores-

cent, sometimes attaining a height of 120 feeet, with a clear

stem of 60-70 feet ;
bark dark, persistent, and rough ; leaves

and inflorescence, also the fruit, similar to that of the type,

but the ca!yx-lid is often very long and slender, ending in a.
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horn-like beak. The feh foliage contains a high percentage

of oil, looolbs. weight yielding 62 ozs. Its timber is of a

reddish colour, very bard and dense, but splits readily. It

is very heavy, sinking readily in water even when thoroughly

seasoned. This form is vernacularly known as the

Morrell," and does not seem partial to any particular kind

of soil, its natural habitat extending from the upper tribu-

taries of the Swan River to beyond Northam and Newcastle.

The exhibits in the museum of the Forestry Department

labelled E. longicornis belong to this form.

11. E. saluhris, F. v. J/., 1876 (refers to sanitary im-

portance of plant). ^—A slender tree sometimes attaining a

height of 120 feet, with a stem-diameter of 2 feet, with a

small crown ; bark shining with a brownish tinge and has

broad often twisted longitudinal ridges ; leaves of moderate

length, thin, much dotted, narrow-lanceolate ; flowers small,

pale-colored, not numerous, common stalk fiat ;
fruit small,

semi-ovate. It is distributed from the eastern slopes of the

Darling Range, along the Midland Railway to a few miles

south of Arrino, then inland to Victoria Spring, but inter-

mittently, and usually associated with "Salmon-gum."

Remarks. —This species exudes kino, and the foliage

contains a very large percentage of oil. The wood is hard,

tough and heavy, yet easy to work, in color slightly paler

than that of " Morrell." It sinks in water even when well-

seasoned. Is an excellent timber for xylographic work,

and would probably prove equal to that ofXylomelum.

The plant is endemic, and vernacularly known as '* Gimlet-

wood."' It is almost entirely confined to soil of a poor

character.

12. L. salmonopJdoia, F. v. J/., 1878 (in reference to

the bark). A tree rarely exceeding a height of 100 feet,

with a stem-diameter of 3 feet ; bark smooth, shining,

greyish with a purplish tinge, or sometmies blotched ; leaves

of moderate length ;
thin and much dotted, narrow-lanceolate;

flowers small, yellowish-white, often many together ; fruit

small, semi-ovate or nearly so. The area of distribution of this

species is from the upper tributaries of the Swan River to

near Fraser's Range, and for over 150 miles east of Victoria

Spring.

Remarks. —Large quant'ities of oil could be distilled from

the foHage of this species. The timber is largely used on

the eastern goldfields for firewood and mining purposes. It

is of a reddish color, heavy, hard and durable. This endemic

species is the well-known " Salmon-gum" of the goldfields.
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Jt is gregiirioLis and i^rows in the most arid localities. Accord-
ing to MuelltT some of Drummond's specimens, referred by
iientham to his K. leptopoda, belonged to E. salmonophloia.

i^. A\ Dorafoxylon, A. z'.Vl/., t86o (spear-wood). —This
plant varies from a tall shrub to a small or sometimes a
large tree ol 80 feet in height with a stem-diameter of over

3 ieet
: bark greenish-white; leaves usually opposite, lanceo-

late, not long; rtowers pale-coiored, not numerous, the main
stalk almost or quite cylindrical and recurved ; lid with a
very long beak : fruit not large, ovoid. It has been
recorded from laicky IJay, Cape Arid, Russell Range, to
Stirling Range, and from Mount Lindsay to the upper
tributaries of" the Swan River.

Remarks. —Wood is firm, hard and elastic, and was
much used for spears by the aborigines. This endemic
species bears some resemblance to the "Salmon-gum " and
"Gimlet-wood" in habit and in having comparatively a
small crown. [t usually affects good soil, is a very pretty
tree, but of slow growth, attaining a height of 40 feet in 20
years.

14. A', decurva, F. 7'. yI/
, 1863 (having reference to

the inilorescence).— Shrubliy to arborescent, and often
upwards of 30 feet in height, with a smooth bark ; leaves
narrow to lanceolate, gradually tapering to a point

; flowers
pale:Co!ored, not numerous, common stalk usually erect,

stalklets recurved ; fruit not large, ovoid. Extending from
near Busselton to east of Albany.

A\'/7/(/;/V.s-.— Nothing is known of its technical pro-
])ertics. The species is endemic and usually grows in good
soil. It was originally described from MaxwelTs Peron-
gerup specimens.

15. A. tiivosicolor, F. v. J/., 1863 (reference to

loli^ige).-— A tree sometimes attaining a height of fully 300
feet, with a clear stem of 160 feel and a stem-diameter of
lo feet or more: bark smooth, whitish or yellowish, decor-
ticating in layers ; leaves of moderate length, rather thick,

dark-green above, pale beneath, lanceolate and often sickle-

shaped
; flowers [)ale-colored, not very numerous ; fruit of

moderate size, ovoid-truncate. Is distributed from near
Albany west to Cape Hamelin.

Remarks. —Timber is reddish, tough, hard, elastic and
not so liable to warp as the majority of Eucalyptus woods.
According to tests the transverse strain is equal to luiglish

oak, while it is 50 })er cent, stronger in regard to vertical
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crushing strain. The evidence as to its durabiiit)^ is very

conflicting. This endemic and gregarious species consti-

tutes the "Karri," and ranks next to the "Jarrah" as an

important forest tree of the .State. It is much more
restricted in range than its congener, and is chiefly confined

to coastal tracts, penetrating in a few instances not more
than 30 miles inland. Abroad it has been experimented with

chiefly in the hilly districts of Ceylon and at Algiers. Mueller

received his specimens from Oldfleld, who referred to the

plant as the Blue-gum.'" The late Conservator of Forests

for Western Australia wrote of this species as furnishing the

tallest trees in Australia, but he had evidently not examined
E. amygdalina or its variety regnans in their native habitat.

This species and particularly the variety often exceeds a

height of 400 feet, with a corresponding stem-diameter.

There is on record a height of 470 feet for a tree of the

variety regnans. In many localities in Tasmania E.

globulus often exceeds a height of 300 feet.

16. £. patens^ BeniJi.^ 1866 (term evidently derived

from the fine spreading veins of the leaves).— A tree of 140
feet in height, with a clear trunk of upwards of 60 feet and
a stem-diameter of 6 feet ; bark rough, persistent, deeply
fissured, somewhat resembling that of E. calophylla ; leaves

short to moderately long, rather thin, lanceolate, gradually

tapering to a point, the veins numerous and spreading
;

flowers pale-colored, rather numerous ; fruit medium sized,

globular-truncate and slightly striate. This plant has been
proved to extend from near Swan River to the Harvey,
Blackwood and Tone Rivers, also grows near Cape Arid.

Remarks. —Timber is of a pale color, durable and
tough, being very difficult to rend or burn. It lasts well

underground. Experiments with the timber as a fire-

resistant have been made abroad Avith satisfactory results.

This endemic species is known as the " Blackbutt,'' and
usually attains a maximum perfection on rich loamy slopes

and ridges.

17. E. rostraia, Schlecht., 1847 (from usually beaked
apex to the calyx-lid). —A tree in favorable localities fre-

quently attaining a height of 200 feet, with a stem-diameter
of 8-10 feet; bark smooth, ashy-grey or finally of a brown
color through losing the outer layers early ; leaves often of

considerable length, moderately thin, broad or narrow,
sickle-shaped and gradually pointed ; flowers pale-colored,

not numerous; fruit small, almost globular, with a broad
conical rim and protruding valves. This widely distributed
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species extends from the Murchison River intermittently

throughout the interior to Skirmish Hill, and thence
throughout the tropical interior and coastal districts, the
recorded localities being numerous.

Remarks. —Timber is dark-reddish brown, strong,

dense, hard, extremely durable, rather heavy, with a flexu-

ous grain, and takes a good polish. It is of great value

for sleepers, which, if properly selected, will last for at least

a dozen years
; it is on record that sleepers of this timber

were quite sound after being in use on the Victorian Rail-

ways for 24 years. Is reputedly impervious to the attacks

of boring animals, but it is doubtful if its resistant power
in that direction equals Jarrah timber. It is much stronger

than the latter, and when seasoned not quite so heavy, a

cubic foot var3ing from 53|-62^ lbs. Experiments have
])roved the strength to be equal to American white oak.

The fresh bark contains from 7-8 per cent, of kino, and air-

dried wood 4.38 per cent, of kino-tannin and 16.62 per

cent, of the IMilobaphenic substance known as kino-red, in

the large percentages of these two principles being only

equalled by the Jarrah. The seeds are very small and
easily germinate, over 60,000 young plants having been
raised from i lb. weight. Of comj)aratively rapid growth,

next to E. globulus it is the most extensively grown abroad,

great success having attended its culture in California,

Algeria, India, Mauritius, etc. The species grows readily

in saline spots, and in general is not particular as to soil, it

being well adapted for acclimatisation purposes in regions

not subject to severe winters. It is the Red Gum" of the

East and the " Flooded Gum" of the Murchison River. It

may be noted that the allied E. exserta, F. v. M., was
recorded by Bentham in the ''Flora Australiensis " as

occurring in the Murchison River district, but evidently in

error. Up to the present time this species has not been
discovered in Western Australia.

18. E. 7'tidis^ EiidL^ ^837 (having reference to the com-
missural line between the calyx-tube and lid). —This species

often attains a height of 80 feet, with a rough persistent or

sometimes decorticating dark or iron-grey bark : leaves of

moderate length, rather thin, lanceolate, often sickle-

shaped ; flowers white, often numerous ; fruit not large,

top-shaped, valves protruding when open. This species has

been recorded from Salt, Gardner, Vasse, Shaw, and Moore
rivers, and many interjacent localities.
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Remarks. —Foliage is rich in oil. Hardly any authentic

information is available in regard to the properties of the

timber. The plant is endemic, and termed vernacularly

the '-Flooded Gum" or "Swamp Gum." It is almost

entirely restricted to the coast, being principally confined

to low-lying ground.

19. E. fmainda, Schauer, 1844 (in allusion to the pro-

fusion of bloom borne by the type. —Varies from a small

shrub to a tree of from 80-100 feet in height, with a

stem-diameter of 3 feet ; bark in the type dark and smooth,

in arborescent forms, ashy-grey or dark, persistent, fissured

and cnnsisting of strap-like pieces; leaves of moderate length,

rather thick, lanceolate ; flowers pale-yellow, often numerous,

in dense umbels ; fruit not large, nearly ovoid or obovoid-

truncate. The recorded range is from the Salt to the Shaw
River, thence to Shark's Bay.

Remarks. —This species is endemic, and a variable

one, the form described by Schauer being always a shrub,

growing in soil possessing an abundance of lime, and

seldom far distant from the coast. The type is particularly

abundant on the calcareous hills round Fremantlc, and at the

entrance to the Murchison River. In the last-named locality

it is termed by the aborigines " Oragmandee," and used pre-

ferentially by them for spears, the wood being hard and

elastic.

Variety loxophleba differs from the type chiefly in being

arborescent, in the longer more prominently veined leaves,

with the intramarginal vein rather more distant from the

edge.

Remarks. —The leaves contain a good percentage of

oil. Wood is of a reddish color, tough, hard and heavy,

even sinking in water when thoroughly dry. Owing to

its durability and tough character, it is in great requisi-

tion for wheelwrights' work. The plant occasionally exudes

a melitose manna.

This form of E. frecunda was described by Bentham in

in the "Flora Australiensis" during 1866 as a distinct species,

he bestowing on it the specific appellation of loxophleba.

It is known vernacularly as the "York gum," and extends

from near Albany to York and Northam, thence to the

vicinity of Geraldton and the Murchison River. At York

and Northam it is abundant, foraiing a main constituent of

the forest vegetatioti The western limits are the eastern

declivities of the Darling Range. It does not seem partial
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to any particular kind of soil, and should be well worth
experimenting with in forest plantations. On the Murchison
River it attains a height of 50 feet, and is termed by the
aboriiijines " Vandee."

20. E. redtinca. Schaiiei; 1844 (from the calyx-lid).—
A small or large tree, sometimes attaining a height of 120
feet, with a stem-diameter of 3-4 feet ; bark smooth,
whitish, more or less blotched, giving ofl' a pale coloration
when rubbed: leaves not long, thick, lanceolate; flowers
pale yellow, many together; fruit not large, usually nearly
obovoid. This species extends from near Cape Riche to
Albany, thence to the Murchison River. It has been ob-
served at Knutsford, near Lake Deborah, and other portions
of the interior.

Re77iarks.—\Sooi^ is of a pale yellow, hard, durable,
tough and heavy, seasoned timber weighing yolbs. per cubic
foot. It is one of the best timbers for wheelwrights' work.
'I'he species is usually referred to as the *MVandoo"or
" White gum." It usually grows in flats of poor soil and,
although fairly common in many localities, can hardly be
said to form true forests. On the whole it is a variable
species, penetrating from the coast to the interior, where it

seldom exceeds a height of 30 feet.

A'ariety nielanophloia differs from the type in having a
smooth black bark, and larger more prominently veined
leaves. It has been recorded from the Murchison and Hutt
Rivers.

Variety an^yiistifoUa is a narrow-lanceolate or linear-

leaved form from the Stirling Ranges.

Variety elata is the " White guni " of the Kalgan River
and vicinity. It becomes a very large tree, being buttressed
or cushioned at the base of the trunk and often attains a
diameter of over 15 feet; bark smooth and w^hite, coming
off in sheets. The calyx lid is shorter than in the type, and
the fruit less contracted at the top. Apparently it does not
otherwise differ.

2 i. E. me^^acarpa^ E. v. Af., i860 (refers to the fruit).

—

Often a tree of 80 feet in height, with a stem-diameter of
2-3 feet ; bark salmon-colored or greyish, deciduous ; leaves

of moderate length, rather thick, lanceolate, sickle shaped
;

flowers white, large, very few together, without stalks, the

common stalk very flat ; fruit large, depressed-globular,

somewhat broadly top shaped. The principal localities are
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Cape Leeuwin, Mt. Hurrabunup, Wilson's Inlet, Mt. Elphin-

stone, Gordon River and Stirling Range.

Remarks. —Leaves and fruit have a pleasant scent and

an almost colorless oil. Nothing is known of the character

of the timber. This endemic species is commonly known

as the Blue gum," and is of restricted range. Although

it is not abundant, where it does grow it forms small forests.

According to Mueller specimens of this plant were first

gathered by R. Brown in 1802, during Flinders' expedition
;

nearly 50 years afterwards it was re-found by James
Drummond.

22. E. goniphocephala, De Cand., 182S (name derived

from the apparently swollen lid))— Attains a height of 120

feet, with a clear trunk of 75 feet and a stem-diameter of

6 feet ; bark rough, dark-colored, persistent and not stringy

on old trees, smooth and greyish on young ones ; leaves

rather long, bright green, lanceolate, sickle shaped ;
flowers

white, few together, the common stalk broad and very flat,

the lid almost globular and much broader than the tube
;

fruit rather large, top-shaped. It extends from Geographe

Bay to Fremantle, thence to the Arrowsmith River.

Remarks. —Wood is of a pale-yellow color, remarkably

hard, dense, with a close or curly grain, thus making it very

difiicult to rend. It is one of the strongest known, whether

tried transversely or otherwise. Is subject to very little shrink-

age in seasoning, even after being exposed for nearly a dozen

years. Exposure to all weathers seemingly has little effect

on it, and where great strength is required it can hardly be

surpassed. Does not resist the attacks of boring animals.

The species yields a melitose manna. This is the Tuart,"

and botanically is the most marked of West Australian

Eucalypts. Often in appearance it bears some resemblance

to the Jarrah, but the branches are more ramifying than in

other native members of the genus. Is endemic and gre-

garious, being confined to coastal districts, and then always

growing on later Tertiary limestones and sands. The plant

is easily cultivated but is not a fast grower. There should

be little difficulty in acclimatising it in any temperate

climate, especially w^here there exist littoral limestone

formations. Abroad its cultivation has been attended with

a considerable amount of success, especially in France, where

it has been planted extensively. Tuart grows in abundance

between Perth and Fremantle. Near the last locality are

individual specimens with a stem-diameter of over 5 feet,
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but with numerous elongated branches and clear stems of

not more than 50 feet.

23. E. cornuta^ Laini/., 1799 (from the horn-like calyx-

lid). —Frequently a heavily topped tree of roo feet in height,

with a stem-diameter of 4 feet ; bark on the lower part of

the trunk is dark, rugged and persistent; on the upper
portion and branches it is of a pale color and smooth
through annular shedding ; leaves of moderate length, rather

thick, lanceolate; flowers yellow, numerous, almost forming

heads ; lid very long, cylindrical, straight or curved ; stamens
very long, almost straight in bud ; fruit not very large, bell-

shaped ordepressed-globose Itis distributed from Geographe
Bay eastward to as far as Cape Arid and inland to Stirling

Range.
Remarks. —Wood is hard, heavy, elastic and tough,

being considered equal to that of the common ash. When
perfectly dry it sinks readily in water, being one of the

heaviest of West Australian woods. Weight in this as in

other heavy woods is attributable to the thickness of the

cells of woody fibre. This species is the Yate," is en-

demic, and is a most suitable plant for acclimatisation

purposes, being not partial as to soil, although in its

native habitat it prefers humid localities. Grows rapidly

in tropical countries, as has been proved at Algiers and
in India, where it grew from 8- to feet during the first

year. According to Mueller, the E. Lehmanni, Preiss, 1844,
is simply a variety or form of the Yate. The only marked
difference is in the globose concrescence of the calyx-

tubes. This character, though apparently well marked, is

one of degree only. The E.' annulata, Benth., 1866, only

differs from the Yate in the raised staminiferous disk, a

character not furnishing good grounds for specific separa-

tion, especially when referring to other members of the

genus.

24. E. occidentalism Endl.^ 1837 (Western).— A tall shrub

or tree of 120 feet; leaves from short to moderate length,

thickandoften stiff, lanceolate, generallysickle-shaped; flowers

pale-colored, few to many together, the common stalk

short, flat, and frequently recurved ; lid cylindrical ; stamens

straight before expansion ; fruit variable in size, usually urn-

shaped or semi-ovate. Among recorded localities are from

Tone River to Cape Le Grand and vicinity, 40 miles north of

Edicup and Stirling Range, where it usually forms a principal

constituent of the scrubs
;

Warangering and other localities

in the interior.
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Remarks. —
'J'he heartwood is dark-colored, becoming

gradually paler towards the circumference; hard and strong,

and is in all probability equal to that of the Yate—The
Flat-topped Vate." It is endemic, growing in clayey,

sandy, or wet soil, and flowering for nearly half a year, or at

any rate from February to June. It is of very rapid growth.

E. spathulata, W. J. Hooker, 1852, and E. macrandra, F. v. M.,

1866, are referred to E. occidentalis.

25. E, ?niniata, A. Cgh., 1843 (referring to the color

of the flowers). —A tree of 70 feet or more in height, with a

sten.-diameter of 3 feet ; bark on the stem persistent,

greyish-brown or yellowish, brittle, but separable in flakes,

on the branches smooth and whitish, branchlets and inflor-

escence often covered with a whitish bloom ; leaves of

moderate length, thin, lanceolate, with spreading not

numerous veins ; flowers large, orange-colored, not very

numerous ;
fruit very large, urn-shaped, longitudinally

ridged, wrinkled between the ridges. The recorded locali-

ties are York Sound and (ilenelg River.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the timber. Baron

von Mueller has remarked that seeds of this species germi-

nated 13 years after being gathered. This highly orna-

mental plant is confined to the tropical portions of Australia,

It usually grows on sandy or stony ridges or table-lands and

open scrubby country.

26. E. chwigera^ A. Cgh., 1843 (from the clavate form

of the flowerhead and its stalklet).— This is usually a small

tree of not more than 30 feet in height, with a crooked stem

and a pale-colored bark, the young branches often hairy
;

leaves of moderate length, opposite or nearly so, quite or

almost stalkless, wavy, of a greyish color, from broadly

heart-shaped to broad- lanceolate, veins much spreading;

flowers pale-colored, few to many together, pear-shaped in

bud ; lid short and flattened ; fruit not very large, somewhat

globular or o\-oid-oblong. Its recorded habitat in this State

is from Careening to Roebuck Bays.

Rema7-ks.'
—

'lliis indigenous tropical Australian species

is probably identical with the E. Papuana, F. v. M., of

British New Guinea. In no locality is E. clavigera far

distant from the coast, and always grows in soil of the most

barren description.

27. E, tesse/hirisj E. v. M., 1858 (in allusion to the

appearance of the bark). —This tree frequently attains a

height of 200 feet and a stem-diameter of 3^ feet, the
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ultimate branches droopiiii^ ; bark of the lon-er part of the
stem dark-colored, persistent, longitudinally and transversely
fissured, forniini; small angular separable pieces, that of the
upper portion of the stem and branches ashy^grey

; leaves
rather long, thin, narrow-lanceolate, often sickle-shaped, the
veins numerous and much spreading; flowers pale-colored,
few or many together, the lids much flattened ; fruit rather
small, almost ovoid or oblong. The recorded localities are
Careening and Vansittart Bays.

Remarks. —The species exudes much kino \ the wood, is

of a brown color, strong, elastic, durable, not very hard, and is

easily worked. This plant is indigenous in all the States of
the mainland with the exception of Victoria, and is one of
the few species extending to British New Guinea. It occurs
in Central Australia, in the hottest and driest localities often
attaining a height of 150 feet, with a stem-diameter of

3 feet. In some of the Eastern States it is known as the
" Moreton Bay Ash." The plant would be of value for

experimental culture on the Eastern Goldflelds.

28. E. ptychocarpa, F. v. M., 1858 (having reference to
fruit).— A tree of from 60-80 feet in height, the young leaves
and inflorescence often covered with a whitish bloom ; bark
dark, persistent, greyish, wrinkled and somewhat fibrous

\

leaves large and long, pale or dull-colored beneath, broadish-
lanceolate, often sickle-shaped, margins slightly recurved,
veins spreading : flowers large, crimson, few or many to-

gether, the lids shortly hemispherical ; fruit very large,

woody, slightly urn or bell-shaped, with 8 conspicuous ribs.

The species has been recorded from Welcome Creek, Roe's
River, Drysdale River and tributaries.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the timber. This
highly ornamental tropical species is found chiefly growing
along the banks of watercourses, but occasionally in rocky
localities.

29. E. termmalis, F. v. M., 1858 (referring to the
inflorescence).— This varies from a small to a tall tree,

frequently attaining a height of 150 feet, with a stem-
diameter of 3-4 feet ; bark persistent, fissured, pale or of a

bluish color ; leaves of moderate length, rather thick, lanceo-

late, veins much spreading
; flowers rather large, pale-

colored, few or numerous ; lid bluntly hemispherical ; fruit

moderate to rather large sized, narrow urn-shaped, without

or with scarcely any neck. The extratropical localities are

Cavenagh and Barrow Ranges, and Mount Augustins. In the

tropics it is common, having been observed at Careening,
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Roebuck and Nichol Bays, Depiich Island, Prince Regent's

River, Fitzroy River, towards Joanna Spring and other

places.

Remarks.— is dark-red in color, extremely hard,

tough and does not warp or crack readily. This is another

of the few species extending beyond Australia, it being truly

indigenous in New Guinea. Its principal habitat is the

central and northern portions of Australia, where it resists a

shade temperature of over 120 degrees F. It is well worthy

of culture in warm arid localities, as naturally it flourishes in

regions whose annual rainfall is as low as 2 inches. This

species constitutes one of the " Bloodwoods," and it should

be referred to E. corymbosa, Smith, from which it only

differs in the longer seed-wing. E. pyrophora, Benth., has

been referred to E. terminalis.

30. E, ficifoUa, F. v. A/., i860 (resembUng the leaves

of a Ficus).— This usually forms a small tree of not more

than 40 feet in height, but often flowers as a shrub ; bark

persistent, dark-grey and fissured ; leaves of moderate length,

rather thick, dark-green above, paler beneath, lanceolate, the

veins much spreading ;
flowers rather large, scarlet, few or

numerous, the buds pear-shaped, Hd thin and flattened
;

fruit rather large, slightly streaked, urn-shaped, more or less

constricted below the top. The recorded habitat of this

species is from Irvine Inlet to the Shannon River.

Remarks.— ISio thing is known of its economic value

beyond the fact of the wood and bark yielding a kino of

similar value to its allies. The seeds are of considerable

value as an article of trade. This beautiful plant is one of

the most showy among the genus, chiefly on account of the

brilliancy of its flowers, and of Eucalypts is the most

extensively cultivated abroad for ornamental purposes. It

is endemic, and in its habitat forms small forests not far

distant from the coast, but not becoming truly littoral. The
original specimens were collected at Brookes' Inlet by

Maxwell, he mentioning that the plant was referred to as

Blackbutt." They were forwarded to Mueller, who des-

cribed the species from them. Flowering specimens were

not known till some years later. It differs most essentially

from E. calophylla in the winged seeds. This plant is often

referred to as the Red or scarlet-flowering gum."

31. £. calophylla^ R, Br.^ 1S31 (from the resemblance

of the foliage to that of the tropical Caloph)llum inophyllum,

and literally means beautiful leaves).— A shady tree with
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spreading branches, attaining a maximum height of 150 feet

with a stem-diameter of 10 feet, but often flowering as a

shrub of 4-6 feet in height; bark dark, rough, corky or hard

and decorticating in irregular pieces ; leaves of moderate
length, almost horizontally arranged, coriaceous, usually

lanceolate, veins spreading almost at right angles to the

mid-rib ; flowers large, white to pale-yellow, rarely pink, few

to numerous ; lid very flat and much narrower than the tube
;

fruit large and hard, urn-shaped, usually much constricted

below the top and forming a distinct neck ; seeds the

largest in the genus, black and not winged. The species

extends from Albany to the Hill River.

Remarks;. —Bark and seed-vessels contain a good per"

centage of tannic principle. Wood is tough, hard, light and
durable when used for constructive purposes above ground,

but is reputedly of little value for underground work. The
bearing strength is inferior to that of " York gum." Its

value is often detracted from through the presence of

numerous gum-veins. Of the many arborescent species of

West Australian Eucalypts this is the only one yielding large

quantities of a fluid treacle-like kino. This hardens, and is

of considerable medicinal value, possessing healing and
astringent properties of a high degree, and is also of account

for tanning purposes. This endemic species is known ver-

nacularly as the " Red gum." Its distribution is more of a

sporadic than of a gregarious character, being associated

with most of the coastal forest trees, less freely with Karri

and York gum, and not extending to the interior. It is not

partial to any particular kind of soil, but it has been observed

that when growing in poor ground the gummy nature of the

timber is very pronounced ;
in fertile spots this character

almost disappears. Is one of the most useful for avenue-

planting on account of its spreading branches and almost

horizontally-disposed leaves. Blooms profusely for nearly

half the year and is therefore of great value to bee-keepers.

This is one of the species that has been successfully grown

on the hills of Ceylon and also is cultivated to some extent

in Algeria. Preiss, who gathered the plant near Perth, gave
" N'gumbat " as the aboriginal name. R. Brown first col-

lected the seeds near Albany during 1801, and described

the species in 1831 from flowering specimens taken from

a plant grown at Ivew.

32. E. ietrad<mta^ F. v. AI., 1858 (referring to the pro-

minent calyx-teeth). —A tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a

slender stem ; bark whitish, fibrous, persistent on the stem
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and branches ; leaves opposite or nearly so, rather long, of

a leathery texture, lanceolate and often sickle-shaped;

flowers pale-colored, rather large, not numerous, with a pair

of rather large almost deciduous bracts at the base of the

common stalk, calyx-tube provided with 4 prominent teeth

below the margin ; fruit of moderate size, oblong-cylindrical

and angular. This species has recently been recorded from

the Prince Regent's River.

Remarks. —Besides occurring in this State, this tropical

species has been recorded from the Northern Territory and

Queensland. In the last named State it is known vernacu-

larly as the stringy-bark. The bark, which is very tough, is

much used by the aborigines for troughs. Leaves of young

trees are bruised in water until the latter becomes thick and

green, in which state it is drunk by the aborigines as a

specific in cases of malaria. The species usually grows in

sandy localities.

33. E. eudes7noides, F. V. AJ., i860 (Eudesmia like).

—

Varies from a shrub to a tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a

smooth bark ; leaves opposite or nearly so, of moderate

length, stiff, lanceolate and often sickle-shaped ; flowers not

large, pale-colored, few together
;

calyx tube with 4 small

teeth ; fruit of moderate size, somewhat ovate-lanceolate.

It extends from the Murchison River intermittently through

the eastern interior to the Barrow Range.

/v*^/;^^7/'/^'5.— Whatever economic properties this species

may possess are at present unknown. It is endemic, and

usually grows in poor sandy soil. During the Elder Explor-

ing Expedition examples of this plant were observed and

referred to as " Desert-gum." They varied from 30-45 feet

in height.

(e.) Tristania, R, Br., 181 2 (in honor of Jules M. E. Tris-

tan).— About 17 species are known, they being distributed as

follows :- —7 in India, Burma, Malayan Peninsula and Islands
;

2 in New Caledonia ; 8 in Australia, 1 of which extends to British

New Guinea.

T. psidioides, A. Cgh. (fancied resemblance of the plant to

the Guava).— A tree of slender habit, usually not above 25 feet

in height, with the smaller branches and flowers woolly-hairy
;

leaves not large, stalked, alternate, ovate-elliptical, woolly-hairy

beneath ; flowers not large, yellowish, numerous
; fruit small,

almost globular. It has been recorded from BrunsAvick Bay and

Prince Regent's River.

Remarks.— 1\. Cunningham collected examples of this plant

near Prince Regent's River during October, 1820, and described

the species in 1837.
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(f.) Xanthoslemon, F, v. M., 1858 (having reference to the
yellow flowers).— A genus consisting of 12 species, 2 being in-
digenous in Australia, i of which extends to British NewGuinea.
The remaining 10 are natives of New Caledonia.

X. ^/?arad^Kxus, F. v. M., 1858.— This is usually a tree of
25 feet in height, with a rugged persistent bark, the under portion
of the leaves and the flowers woolly-hairy or smooth and of a
a bluish hue

: leaves of moderate length, almost elliptical and
stalked, some often turning yellowish when dying; flowers con-
spicuous, yellow and numerous near the ends of the branchlets

;
fruit not large, more or less oval, with rather few flattened greyish'
yellow seeds. It has been recorded from Montague Sound and
Prince Regent's River.

Remarks. —But little is known of this tropical species.

(g.) BarringUmia. R. ^ Q, Farsier, 1776 (in honor of Hon.
Dames Barrington). —This genus comprises about 20 species,
which arc distributed over tropical Asia, Africa, Australia, and
Polynesia. The 3 species indigenous in Australia are rather
common Asiatic ones.

B, anitangiila, Gccrtner, 1791 (referring to the angular fruit).—A very handsome tree attaining a height of 40-50 feet,
with a clear trunk of 15-25 feet, and a stem-diameter of
2 feet

: bark dark-brown, rough, thick ; leaves rather large,
oblong-wedge shaped, blunt or pointed, shortly-stalked, the
margins entire or finely-toothed

: stamens red : flowers in
long pendent racemes, red and, although conspicuous, not
large : fruit large, oblong, with 4 broad rounded angles.
Among the West Australian localities for this species may be
mentioned Fitzroy and Prince Regent's River, and King Sound.

Remarks. —Bark is good for tanning. Wood is whitish or
reddish-brown in colour, shining, hard-grained, and when seasoned
weighs about 45lbs. per cubic foot. Besides being of value for
ordinary constructive work it furnishes good material for the
cabinet-maker. This tropical plant is abundant in Southern
Asia and the adjacent islands, usually inhabiting swampy localities
or the banks of water-courses. It constitutes the so-called Indian
Oak of India. In that country is a closely allied species which
furnishes a considerable proportion of the railway sleepers.

(h.) Careya, Roxburgh, 1816 (in honor of Rev. Wm.Carey).
This small genus comprises 4 species, i being indigenous in
Australia, and 3 in Southern Asia and adjacent islands.

C. Australis, F. v. M. (referring to the habitat). —Varies
from a tall shrub to a glabrous tree of 30 feet in height ; leaves
of moderate length, thin, more or less ovate, blunt or pointed,
the margins smooth or with small teeth ; stamens white or slightly
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red ; flowers white or slightly red, large and not numerous at

the ends of the branchlets ; fruit a dry berry, large and almost

egg-shaped ; seeds slightly flattened, brownish. Brunswick Eay,

Prince Regent's River and King Sound are among West Aus-

tralian localities for this species. It is not uncommon between

La Grange Bay and l)e Grey River.

Remarks. —Bark is useful for tanning. Timber is of a red-

brown color, heavy, close-grained, tough and strong, and takes

a good polish. It should be valuable for cabinet work. The
pulped leaves are reputedly efficacious in cases of ulcer. Ben-

tham doubtfully alluded to the species as a variety of the Indian

C. arborea, Roxburgh. The Australian plant is endemic and
usually inhabits fertile tracts, being seldom found growing in

sandy localities. Besides its West Australian localities, it is

rather common in the Northern Territory and Queensland.

Baron von Mueller described the species in [866 as Barringtonia

Careya.

XIY. RUBiaeE^, a. L. de Jussieu {1789).

337 genera, about 4000 species. There are in Australia 30
genera with 127 species. The order is chiefly tropical and sub-

tropical, and is of great importance, including not only remedial

agents acting as tonics, febrifuges, emetics and purgatives, but valuable

dyes and formidable poisons. Cinchona, the Quinine tree, is a plant

largeh" cultivated by the Indian kVirestry Department, and grows

freely, especially in moist hilly localities, (iambier is the product of

one member of the Order, Ipecacuanha of another, Randia, and is a

powerful emetic, and the bruised roots are used for poisoning fish.

Cofl'ee and madder dye plants are members of the family. Few
produce edible fruits.

(a.) Siwcoceph-alus, Afze/ius, 1824 (having reference to the

fleshy heads of fruit). —This comprises about 8 species, distri-

buted over tropical Africa, Asia and Australia.

vS'. cordahts^ AfigueL 1856 (from the heart-shaped leaves of a

non-Australian form). —A handsome tree of 40-60 feet in height,

a clear trunk of 25-30 feet and a stem-diameter of 18 inches to

2 feet : bark dark-grey, smooth, longitudinally fissured and peel-

ing off in small sheets ; leaves large, wedge-shaped to broadly

ovate, or in the Asiatic form broadly heart-shaped and shedding
during the hot season ; stipules very large and falling early

;

flowers yellow, fragrant, numerous in dense globose heads ; fruit

a large globular mass. As far as I am aware this species has

only been observed along the Glenelg River.

Remarks.-~\\ ood extremely bitter, brown, close-grained, and
said not to be attacked by insects. When seasoned it weighs
about 50 lbs. per cubic foot, and is good for building and furni-
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ture. This species is abundant in Southern Asia and Polynesia,
also in the Northern Territory and Queensland, it being the
" Leichhardt-tree " of the latter.

(r,.) Paretta.Linne, 1735-37 (thenamein Malabar). —̂Consists
of about 60 species, confined to the tropics of the Old World. It

was combined by Bentham with Ixora.

P. Indica, Liniie. —A small tree, not exceeding 25 feet in
height, with glabrous or tomentose broad leaves, showing white
flowers and black globular berries. It has been recorded from
Careening and Roebuck Bays.

Revmrks.~X\\^ Ixora Paretta, Roxb., and I. tomentosa,
Roxb., have been referred to P. Indica.

(c.) Timojiius, Ritmplims, 1743 (from a native name for a
species in Amboyna) —Atropical genus, comprising about 20
species, principally Asiatic and Oceanic.

T. Rumphii, De Cand., 1830 (after G. E. Rumphius). —

A

tree sometimes attaining a height of 40 feet, with a white bark :

leaves leathery, large, from almost ovate to oblong-lanceolate :

flowers not numerous or large, white, fragrant ; fruit oblong or
globular, of moderate size. Among the Australian localities for

this species may be mentioned Careening and Roebuck Bays and
vicinity.

Remarks. —Wood is pale-colored and durable. This, the
only species, is very common in Asia. It usually grows in open
places and on hill sides.

XY.~SaP©TaeE7E, a. L de Jussleu (1789).

24 genera, 32c species, distributed throughout the tropics of the
whole world. Many species of the order yield hard and valuable

timber, whilst the barkof others is astringent and febrifugal. Sonie of

its members, principally American, furnish good dessert fruits. Milky
juice of a few species forms agutta percha. 'I'he Australian represen-

tatives are comprised in 6 genera, with 1 9 species.

Mimusops^ Lin72(\ 1747 (from a fancied resemblance in the flowers

of some species to the face of a monkey). —This genus is distributed

over the tropics of both hemispheres, and consists of 30 species, 2 of

which occur in Australia, i of these extending to Asia.

M. pa7'vifoUa^ R, BroivJi, 1810 (leaves small) —A tree often

attaining a height of 30-40 feet : dark-grey ; the young growth and
inflorescence rusty hairy : leaves rather small, on long stalks

; ovate or

elliptical : flowers ]iale, not very large or numerous ; fruit almost

globular. Recorded localities are Careening and Roebuck Bays.

Remai'ks. —\Vood white and durable. The species is endemic
in Australia, and is not uncommon from ()ueensland west to Roebuck
Bay and vicinity.
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XYI.— apeevXE^E, a. L. de Jussieu (1789.)

This order comprises about 900 species which are mostly tropical,

the Australian members comprising 13 genera with 47 species.

Poisonous principles predominate, the ordeal nut being one of the

most prominent in this respect. Several are used as emetics, narcotics,

and cathartics, others are febrifuges. A form of caoutchouk is sup-

plied by some of the climbing members. Few yield edible fruit, and

the timber in general is valueless.

Ahtonia, R. Br,, 1809 (in honor of Dr. Alston). —This genus is

distributed over tropical Asia, Australia, and Polynesia. It comprises

about 30 species of which 6 occur in Australia, 4 being endemic.

A. verticillosa, F. v. J/., 1868 (referring to whorled leaves). —

A

strong growing tree, attaining a height of 35 feet, with an abundance

of milky sap ; leaves not very large, long-lanceolate, in whorls of 4-7 ;

flowers numerous, white, small, in small cymes. It ranges from Queens-

land to as far west as Montague Sound.

Remarks. —The bark and wood is extremely bitter. A closely

allied but smaller species is the A. linearis, Benth., 1869. It is en-

demic to Western Australia, and is known to extend from Brunswick

Bay to Prince Regent's River.

XYH. BORflGINE^E, Lindl.

68 genera, 1200 species. The members of this Order are dis-

tributed throughout the world and contain but few timber trees. The
Australian representatives are comprised in 12 genera with 52 species.

Ehretia^ P. Brow7i, ^75^ (after D. G. Ehret).^This consists of

about 50 species, all tropical and chiefly confined to the Old World.

There are 5 species in Australia, of which 2 extend to Southern Asia.

E. saligna, R. Br, 1810 (willow-like). —A small tree of about

30 feet in height, glabrous and often glaucous ; leaves narrow, rather

long and thick : flowers numerous and small ; fruit small, reddish,

globular. I'his species occurs at La Grange Bay and vicinity.

Remarks. —Nothing is known of the character of the pale-colored

wood. It is rather common in Queensland and the Northern Ter-

ritory.

XYIII. SiDLHNaeEm, Haller (1742.)

66 genera, 1250 species. This is distributed over the warmer

parts of the earth. In Australia there are 9 genera with about 80

species. Although of no particular importance in forestry, this family

is of great value, it containing such plants as tobacco, potato, and
tomato. The fruits, or in many cases the whole plants, of some
species are particularly poisonous. Such narcotics as the Datura or

Thorn-apple, Henbane, Atropa, and other introduced species are well

known to the medical faculty. Well-known native plants possessing
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poisonous properties are Anthocercis, Nati\'e Tobacco (Nicotiana
suavcolens) and Duboisia. Some species yield pungent fruits, the
Chili being an example ; others edible fruit, such as the Cape Goose-
berry. With reference to the Duboisia Hopwoodi, it may be stated
that this species is scattered throughout the Eastern interior, extend-
ing as far South as Eucla. It is very poisonous, and constitutes the
Pitury of the aborigines.

Anthocercis^ LnbilL^ t8o6 (from anthos, a flower, and kirkos, a
ray). —This genus is purely Australian and consists of 17 species, of
which at least ten are indigenous in this State, all being endemic.
Incidentally it may be observed that A. Odgersii, F. v. M., 1876, was
found at Victoria Spring by Young, and has not been recorded from
North Australia. In the late Baron's last Census of Australian Plants
he accredits the species to the latter region.

A. 7nscosa, R, Br.^ 1810 (clammy nature of plant). —Often a

small tree of 20 feet in height, glabrous and very viscid ; leaves ovate
with finely toothed margins, and more or less dotted, not large

;

flowers large, white, with green streaks within ; fruit ovate-globose,

separating in 2 valves at the end. Occurs on the south coast, princi-

pally in the \ icinity of Albany, Torbay Inlet, etc.

Remm'ks. -\\. is reputedly very poisonous. Another species of
similar dimensions but with tortuous branches and clustered narrow
leaves occurs in the Murchison River district.

XIX.— MY©P0RINEJE, R. Br. (18?.0).

5 genera, about 79 species. Its members are distributed over

Australasia, South Africa, Polynesia and Asia. 3 genera with 76
species are indigenous in Australia, one of which (Myoporum) is

widely spread, both l^holidia and Eremophila being endemic. The
genera existing outside of Australia are as follows :—Oftia, Adanson,
a South African genus of 2 species, and the monotypic shrubby
Eontia, Linne, of East India.

(a.) Alyopo7'uni^ Banks Solandei'^ 1786.— A genus of 20

species, of which 16 are indigenous in Australia, only one of

these extending to Polynesia. There are 2 endemic Asiatic

species, another in the Sandwich Islands.

AI. piaiycarpufu^ R. Bj:^ t8io (reference to the fruit).

—

Attains a height of 35 feet with a stem-diameter of considerably

over a foot, more or less sticky, the branches pendulous ; leaves

of moderate length, narrow, with a few teeth ; flowers numerous,

clustered in the axils, small and white ; fruit small, with acute

edges. In Western Australia the species has been recorded

from Eraser Range and in several localities northwards.

Remarks. —The timber is sometimes referred to as sandal-

wood. When dry it is brittle, has a fine grain and is nicely

scented. Owing to the amount of resin in the wood it is highly
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inflammable. According to yeveral writers this resin on exudini^
is similar to pitch. On exposure it hardens, sometimes in pieces
of half an inch in diameter, and then falls from the tree. By
melting it with fat the aborigines make a kind of wax, which
they use in fastening the heads of their stone tomahawks to the
handles

; also for other purposes. It is also stated that during
the hot weather another substance is exuded from the trunk and
branches. When fresh this resembles a thick froth; but becomes
solid on exposure. It forms large lumps, but sometimes is

stalactitic in form. It is then of the consistence of sugar, and
has a sickly sweet taste.

(p..) Eremophiia^ R. Br., 1810 (froni many species growing
in sandy localities). —This genus as originally defined consists of
about 62 species, of which at least 52 are indigenous in this

State. Commonly termed Native Fuchsia." Along with Acacia
they constitute a large proportion of the inland shrubby or

semi-arborescent vegetation
;

growing in the most arid localities,

they greatly relieve the monotony of the greyish green appearance
of the vegetation with their brightly colored flowers.

E. longifolla^ F. v. J/., 1856 (derived from the long leaves).

—Froma tall shrub to a small tree of not more than 25 feet in

height, with the branches occasionally pendulous : leaves narrow
and long, sometimes with a hooked point, in drying often turning
quite black; flowers brick-red, tubular, finely hairy outside, 1 or
few together in the axils of the leaves ; fruit greenish-yellow,

globose, fleshy outside, Avith a hard 4-cellcd stone. The West
Australian habitat extends from the upper tributaries of the
Swan River to near the Tropic, thence throughout the whole of
the li^astern interior to the South Australian border.

Remarks, —A tar-like substance is exuded by the species, it

being abundant and easily obtained from the wood. Nearly the
whole of the genus yield beautifully marked and close-grained
wood, which doubtless would be of value for cabinet-work and
engraving.

XX. YERBEIVaeEiE, Hdanson (1763).

59 genera, 700 species. This Order is chiefly tropical and
includes many good timber trees, one of the principal being the Teak.
The Australian genera number 22, with at least 82 species.

Vitex, Tournefort, 1700 (ancient name applied to some plants of
the Osier tribe, as the branches of some Vitex are flexible). —A genus
of 60 species, represented in all tropical and warm temperate regions,

but principally Asiatic or African. There are 4 species in Australia,

of which 3 are endemic.

V. acuminata^ R. Br.^ t8io (leaves acuminate). —A tree of 60 feet

in height, with a smooth bark ; leaves divided into 3-5 rather large
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ovate-oblong leaflets ; flowers white, fragrant, or in one form blue,

small and rather numerous ; fruit red, globular and irregularly sulcate.

Among West Australian localities are Vansittart and Careening Bays.

Remai'ks. —Wood yellow and durable. The smaller V. glabrata,

K. Er., 1810, extends from New South Wales, west along the coast to

Port Nelson and vicinity.

XXI. PHYTOLaeeaeE;*;, r, Br. (I8I8).

20 genera. 60 species. It is distributed over the tropical and
temperate portions of the earth. In Australia there are 6 genera

with 11-12 species. Acrid properties prevail in the Order, but besides

possessing some poisonous and medicinal properties, the species are

next to valueless from a forestial point of view.

Cado?iocarpus, A. Cgh.^ ^§30 (having reference to the bell-shaped

fruit). —This purely Australian genus comprises 3 species only.

C. cotnu'fo/ius, F. v. M., 1862 (supposed resemblance of the

leaves to those of the Wig-tree or Venetian Sumach). —This is often a

tree of 40 feet in height, of a pale or glaucous-green ; leaves ovate or

almost lanceolate, not large, on a long stalk ; flowers greenish-white,

small, not very numerous near the ends of the branches ; fruit

obconical or obovoid, not large, with' numerous parts. Extends from

the South Australian border, intermittently throughout the Eastern

interior north to the Tropic.

Remarks. —Bark is exceedingly brittle, by no means thick, and
contains a peculiar bitter. This remarkable species has a more
extensive range than any other member of the genus, it being known
from the inland portions of all the States of the mainland, being scat-

tered sparsely over the most arid tracts. It is variously known as the
" Native Poplar," " Quinine-tree," or " Medicine-tree." Another
member of the Order, which sometimes attains arboreal dimensions,

is the Gyrostemon ramulosus, Desfont , which is endemic and com-
mon throughout coastal districts. Near Cottesloe it often attains a

height of 25 feet, but is more often of shrubby habit.

XXn.-MYRISTieE:?E, R. Br. (1810).

Species about 80, of which i is Australian, a few African, the

vast majority being confined to tropical Eastern Asia. The Order

consists of a single genus, in the members of which aromatic pro-

perties prevail. Their bark abounds in a sticky acrid juice, which

stains red. 'Phe nutmeg and its mace is the produce of Myristica

fragrans.

Myristica^ Linnk^ 1^42 (name in allusion to the odor of the

fruit). —Character of the Order.

Af. insipida^ Ji. Br., 1810 (Insipid). —A fine looking tree of

60-70 feet in height or sometimes more, the young growth rusty-hairy ;

leaves ovate to oblong, rather long and prominently veined ; flowers
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pale, few or many, not large ; fruit on very short axillary stalks, of

moderate size, ovoid or ovoid oblong;, invested with rusty hairs. From
Brunswick Bay and adjacent localities.

Remarks.^h species rather common in British New Guinea is

probably identical with this.

XXIII.— LflURIXE^E, Lindley,

34 genera, about 900 species. A difficult Order, abundant in

the tropics with few in extra-tropical regions. All the species are

more or less fragrant and aromatic, and include such plants as the

true camphor. It yields some valuable timbers, the Borneo Iron-

wood (which is probably the hardest and heaviest known), the Green-

heart of Demerara and the Sweet-wood of Jaimaca being examples.

Cryptocarya^ R. Br.^ t8io (alluding to the fruit being covered

by the perianth tube). —-The species are all tropical or sub-tropical,

and mostly Asiatic. It comprises 40 species, of which 9 are in Aus-

tralia, all being endemic.

C. glaucescens, R. B?\^ 1810 (leaves often greyish beneath). —

A

tree of 40 feet or more in height ; leaves oval-elliptical or oblong, of

moderate size, prominently veined, the under surface usually whitish
;

flowers pale-colored, very numerous, not large ; fruit black, globular,

or nearly so, and rather large. This has been recorded from Bruns-

wick Bay and a few^ other localities.

Remai'ks. —Nothing is known of its economic properties.

XXIY.—PROTEaeE^, H. L. de Jussieu (1789).

50 genera and about 950 species. Chiefly Australian and South

African, none in North America, Europe or North Asia. In Aus-

tralia there are 33 genera with about 600 species.

(a.) Fersoonia^ Sjni/h, 1798 (in honor of C. H. Persoon).

—

With the exception of a New Zealand species, the genus is

confined to Australia. It numbers about 62 species, of which
nearly half occur in Western Australia.

1. P. falcata^ R. Br.^ 1809 (leaves sickle-shaped).—

A

small tree of 30 feet high, closely resembling the South
Australian "Golden-wattle" (A. pycuantha); leaves very

narrow^ and long, sickle-shaped, with a prominent midrib
;

flowers yellowish, in long racemes ; fruit ovate-globose,

\ inch long. It has been recorded from Cygnet and Roe-
buck Bays, King Sound and Prince Regent's River.

Re7na7'ks.—)^Kt?^^\^^ the localities mentioned, this

tropical species occurs in the Northern Territory and
Queensland.

2. P, lo7igifoUa, R. Br.^ i8og (long-leaved). —A small

tree of 20-25 '^^^^^ with pendulous branches; leaves very

long and narrow, blunt, not thick, with the midrib rather
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prominent; flowers yellow, almost forming racemes; fruit

obliquely ovate and yellowish outside. It ranges from the

south coast to the Swan River district.

Remarks. —It is endemic, and does not extend for any
considerable distance inland. The species is very common
on the declivities of the western slopes of the Darling

Range, being particularly abundant east of Jarrahdale.

Usually attains its greatest perfection in sandy or heathy

spots, and then bears a remarkable resemblance to some
forms of Pittosporum phillyr^eoides.

3. F. articulata, R, Br., 1809 (probably from the pro-

minently jointed stalk to the ovar,). —Often a tree of 25-30

feet in height, closely resembling the last species ; leaves

lanceolar and rather long, straight, with numerous veins
;

flowers yellow, slightly longer than in the last species, but

similarly arranged, the stalk of the ovary prominently jointed

;

fruit purplish or yellowish outside, broadly oblique. The
habitat ranges from the south coast to the Vasse River.

Re^narks. —It is endemic, and of more restricted range

than other arborescent extra-tropical species.

4. P, elliptua^ R. Br.^ 1809 (refers to the form of the

leaves). —Varies from a shrub of 15 feet to a sm 11 tree of

30 feet in height ; bark greyish outside, deep-red within, of

a corky or flaky texture ; leaves from obovate to elliptical,

not long, with an abrupt, usually thickened point ; flowers

yellow, solitary, but sometimes forming apparent racemes as

in other species ; fruit oblicjuely ovate, yellowish outside.

Is distributed from the south coast to the Swan River

district.

Remarks. —According to Dr. L. Preiss, who collected

specimens of this plant in the southern districts during

1839-40. the aborigines used the fruit as an article of food.

The species is endemic, and is abundant on the western

slopes of the Darling Range, being sometimes associated

with P. longifolia, but, unlike that species, more frequently

grows on ironstone gravel ridges.

(b.) Xylo7nelum, Smithy 1798 (referring to the form and

character of the fruit). —A genus restricted to the Australian

mainland, and consisting of 5 species, 2 of which occur in

AVestern Australia, only one attaining arborescent proportions.

X. occidejitak, R. Br., 1830 (western).— Usually a tree of

25-30 feet in height, with a stem-diameter of over i foot, branches

stout ; bark rugose, dark-grey ; leaves ovate to oblong, of mode-

rate size, margins more or less wavy, with prominent sharp teeth
;

flowers in a terminal panicle, numerous, rather small, white and

sweet-scented ; fruit large, woody, pear-shaped, densely woolly.
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hairy. It extends from near Albany to north of Swan River, the

interjacent locahties being numerous.

Remarks, —Timber of a dark color, finely marked, but with

a rather coarse grain. It takes a very good poHsh, is easy to

work, and is of undoubted value for inlaying and other orna-

mental work. This endemic species does not extend very far

inland, and is most abundant along the western slopes of the

Darling Range. Is sporadic, and in habit and appearance bears

a remarkable resemblance to Banksia ilicifoHa, and when in

bloom is a remarkably handsome plant. Vernacularly it is

known as the ^' Native Pear."

(c.) Gi-evillea, R. Br., 1809 (in honor of C. F. Greville).

—

This genus is the largest in the Order and the most diversified

in habit and foliage : moreover it is one of the few extra-tropical

West Australian genera represented outside of Australia, some

7 species having been recorded from New Caledonia. Roughly,

the genus contains about 170 species, of which at least 100 are

indigenous in the extra-tropical portion of the State, all but 10

being endemic.

1. G, 7mnatophylla^ F. v. M. 1859 (i*^ allusion to

foliage).— Shrubby or arborescent, in this State attaining a

height of 30 feet, finely hairy or quite glabrous; leaves not

divided, very hard and stiff, narrow and rather long, with a

rather sharp point : flowers very small, in a stalked

raceme or panicle at the ends of the branches
;

fruit not

described. The West Australian habitat is from Mount
Churchman to the Murchison Districts.

j^(?^;^ar/^i'.— Nothing is known of its economical proper-

ties. The original specimens Avere collected by J. Dallachy,

in the vicinity of the Darling River in New South Wales.

2. G. annulifera^ F. v. M., 1864 (evidently having

reference to the thick annular gland).— This varies from a

tall shrub to a small tree of 25 feet, but often much less,

quite glabrous ; leaves deeply divided into 5-7 linear, stiff,

spreading, pungent-pointed segments with recurved edges

;

flowers numerous, white, in a loose terminal panicle; fruit

very large, woody, almost globular, brown outside, red inside,

with thick valves ; seeds ovate, semi-globular and very large.

It extends from the Murchison and Hutt Rivers to Shark's

Bay, thence to the Gascoyne River.

Remarks. —The species is a very ornamental one, not

only on account of its bushy habit, but from the fact of it

bearing a showy inflorescence. The large seeds have an

almond-like flavor, are palatable and nutritious, and as the

fruits are produced abundantly, the plants flourishing in very

sandy, dry districts, they are well worthy of the attention of
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nurserymen. A\'ould be certain to grow in the eastern
interior, where there are many localities having a soil and
climate totally unsuited to the Queensland Nut-tree
(Macadamia ternifolia). The species is endemic and abun-
dant on the sand-plains throughout its habitat. Vernacularly
the seeds are referred to as " Native Almonds."

3. G. CJirysodendron, R. Br.^ 1809 (golden-tree, in

allusion to the color of the flowers). —A tree of about 20
feet in height with a stout trunk ; bark dark-brown, rough

;

leaves divided into numerous long narrow segments ; flowers

bright yellow, rarely white, hnely woolly-hairy in long dense
erect racemes, ovary stalkless, style persistent ; fruit woody,
large, broadly and obliquely oblong. From various tropical
localities and extending south to the Minilya River, thence
to the vicinity of Shark's Bay.

Rema7'ks.—'T\mhQ:x durable. Foliage is considered an
excellent material for mattress stuffing.

4. G. heliosperma^ R. Br., 1809.— Of similar habit to

the last, the foliage once or twice divided into blunt, fiat,

oblong-lanceolate segments, the whole leaf often a foot long;
flowers reddish, in long racemes : fruit nearly globular, with
very thick hard valves. Recorded from Prince Regent's
River.

/t't'W(zr/['5.— Besides the above-named locality this species
has only been observed in the Northern Territory.

5. G. 7'efracta, R. i)V., 1809. - -A tall shrub or a small
tree not exceeding a height of 25 feet ; leaves mostly divided
int0 3-x] long narrow-lanceolate, marginally refracted seg-

ments, the midribs prominent ; flowers pale-colored, small,

in a terminal panicle ; fruit large, very hard and almost
globular The West Australian localities for this species

include the following : —Cambridge (^ulf. Cygnet and Roe-
buck Bays, Prince Regent's, (jlenelg, and Fitzroy Rivers,.

J3erby, nnd between La Grange Bay and De Grey River.

Remarks. —A variable species, with the leaves sometimes
undivided. It is entirely confined to the tropics, extending

to the Northern Territory and Queensland.

6. G. Leucadeiidroii, A. Cgh. 1830.— A shrub or tree of

similar height and habit to the last species ; bark black,

deeply longitudinally ridged ; leaves often glaucous, mostly

divided into 3-1 1 long linear, flat 3-nerved segments, which
are sometimes again divided, the whole leaf rarely entire

;

flowers white, very small, numerous, usually forming a small

terminal panicle ; fruit rather large, broadly oblique and
flattened. The West Australian localities as recorded are

Cambridge Gulf, Enderby Islands, Dampier's Archipelago,,

and the Sherlock River.
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Remarks, —Purely tropical and extending to the Nor-

thern Territory.

7. G, striata^ R. Br,—\ small form of this species

occurs near Shark's Bay and the Gascoyne River. It differs

from the type in having 5-nerved leaves.

8. G, mhnosoldes, R. Br.^ 1809. —A tree of not more
than 30 feet high, the foliage of a bluish color ; leaves long,

lanceolate, sickle-shaped, blunt, the nerves usually numerous
;

flowers pale-pink, small, numerous, and usually forming a

terminal panicle ; fruit broadly oblique, flattened and large.

Careening and Roebuck Bays and Derby are recorded

localities.

Remarks, —When in leaf only indistinguishable from

some Acacite.

(d.) Hakea, Schrader^ 1797 (in honor of Baron Hake).

—

This is an Australian genus having numerous representatives in

all the States, but as in several allied genera the species are

distributed in the greatest profusion over the south-western por-

tion of the continent. It is polymorphous, not only in the charac-

ter of species but of individuals, particularly as regards foliage.

It is one of the few Proteaceous genera having arborescent rep-

resentatives in the eastern interior. Hakea comprises about 100

species, of which over three-fourths are indigenous in Western

Australia. Fully 67 are endemic to the extra-tropical portion of

the State. The species can be propagated by cuttings.

1. H. Cunningham ii^ R. Br.^ 1830 (after Allan Cunning-

ham). —A small tree of from 20-30 feet in height, with a stem-

diameter of T foot ; bark rough ; leaves stiff, cylindrical,

very long ; flowers pale-yellow, in a long silky-hairy raceme,

growing from the old wood ; Iruit ovate-lanceolate, very

large and thick. This species extends from the Bay of Rest

and Nichol Bay, south to the Gascoyne River.

Remarks. —This ornamental plant has long been in

cultivation in Europe.

2. //. lo7'ea, R. Br., 1830 (fancied resemblance of the

leaves to a thong). —A tree up to 40 feet in height, with a

a stem-diameter of i-| feet ; branches short and stout ; bark

corky, deeply furrowed, often nearly 3 inches thick, of a

dark color ; leaves cylindrical, glabrous or hoary, usually

entire and very long ; flowers bright-yellow, numerous, in a

densely hairy terminal or axillary raceme ; fruit thick, over

an inch long, beaked. Scattered throughout the eastern

interior, chiefly north of Mount Malcolm, extending east

to the South Australian border and west to near Sharks
Bay, but apparently does not penetrate the tropics.

Remarks. —Little is known of the character of the wood.
This species constitutes the " Cork-tree " of the eastern

goldfields, and is found throughout the hotter temperate
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portions of the Australian mainland, occurring in small

clumps, covering considerable tracts of country or lining the

banks of dried watercourses. It is common in the vicinity

of Mt. Malcolm, Tuckanarra, and other goldfields centres,

growing usually in granitic areas, and 'among many prospec-

tors has the reputation of denoting the proximity of fresh

water. The flowers are produced during July and August.

The Eastern goldfields' form of this species has been
recently described as a distinct species, under the name of

H. suberea, by Moore. Having examined specimens of the

typical H. lorea and compared them with the goldfields

plant, I failed to observe any combination of characters of

sufficient importance to justify the creation of a new species.

3. H. 7?iacrocarpa^ A. Cgh., 1830 (large-fruited).—

Usually a small tree of not more than 25 feet in height, with

a stout stem and bushy crown ; bark rough, fissured, some-
what corky, dark-grey ; leaves flattened and thick, narrow,

rather long, more or less silky-hairy ; flowers yellow, in

long cylindrical finely-hairy racemes ; fruit large, ovate-lanceo-

late. This species extends from the upper portion ot the

Murchison River to beyond the Tropic, the principal

tropical localities being Sturt's Creek, Cygnet and Roebuck
Bays, Glenelg and Fitzroy Rivers.

Re?7ia7'ks. —Wood is of a light color, firm and tough.

It grows in the most barren localities, and is abundant on
the stony ridges and plains north of Peak Hill, where I saw
it in flower during December. The roots reputedly contain

large quantities of water, which is made use of by the abori-

gines during dry stages.

4. H. arborescens^ R. Br, 1S09 (tree-like). —A tall shrub

or a tree usually not exceeding a height of 25 feet ; leaves

flat, narrow, rather long, often sickle-shaped, finely-hairy

;

flowers yellowish, small, often in globular clusters, and
frequently growing on the old wood ; fruit very large, thick,

with a short beak. Among West Australian localities for

this species may be mentioned Prince Regent's River,

Derby, Roebuck Bay, and localities between La Grange
Bay and De Grey River.

Re7narks.— V\\\?> plant is apparently confined to the

tropics.

5. II. Preissii^ Meiss, 1845 (in honor of Dr. L. Preiss).

—A shrubby or arborescent species, sometimes attains a

height of 30 feet, and a stem-diameter of i foot, branches

rigid; bark rough, greyish; leaves short, thick, cylindrical,

stiff and sharp-pointed ; flowers yellow, small, many in

axillary clusters ; fruit not very large, blunt, with a more or

less prominent horn in the back of each valve. Its proved

habitat is from a little south of York, west to the Darling
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Range, and thence to the Irwin and Murchison River, and
probably to Shark's Bay.

Remarks. —Wood is dark-colored, firm and hard, and
should be of value for inlaying and cabinet-work. This

endemic plant in no locality seems partial as to soil.

6. HJauriiia^ R. Br.^ 1830 (from a fancied resemblance

in the foliage to that of the Laurel).— Varies from a shrub of i o

feet to a tree of 30 feet in height; leaves of moderate length,

oblong or oblong-lanceolate, long-stalked, and with 3 con-

spicuous nerves ; flowers pale to bright-red, small, numerous,
and forming globular clusters in the axils of the leaves

;

fruit rather large, shortly beaked, and with a crest along the

upper line of junction between the valves. Its principal

habitat is along the south coast, chiefly on hills east of

Albany.

Remai'ks. —Of the wood nothing is known, but the

species is a highly ornamental one, being largely cultivated

and sold by nurserymen under the name of H. eucalyptoides.

It is endemic. It may be stated that the name " eucalyp-

toides" was given to this species in 1845 by Meissner. after an

examination of specimens gathered by Dr. L. Preiss, at

Konkoberup Hills during November, 1840.

(e). Ste7iocarpits^ R. Br.^ 1809 (alluding to the fruit being

narrow).- —This genus comprises about 14 species of wliich 11

occur in New Caledonia, and 3 in Australia.

S. Cunningham.u\ R. Br., 1830 (in honor of Allan Cunning-
ham). —A tall bushy shrub or tree of not more than 25 feet in

height ; leaves of moderate length, lanceolar, indistinctly 3-5

nerved; flowers not large but numerous in a distinctly stalked

axillary umbel ; fruit a narrow coriaceous follicle, the winged
seeds overlapping downwards in 2 rows. It ha.s been recorded
from Vansittart Bay and Prince Regent's River.

Remarks.— TK\^ ir, I believe, the only representative of the

Embothrieae recorded from Western Australia.

(f.) Banksia, Linne fi/s, 1781 (in honor of vSir Joseph
Banks).— Hiis genus consists of about 48 species of which one
occurs in British New Guinea, the remainder being restricted to

Australia. Of the Australian species all but ten are entirely

restricted to the extra-tropical portions of this State, whilst one
(B. dentata) extends from the shores of Queensland to a few
localities in the North-West. Generally, the genus is a littoral

one, only the most recent addition (B. Elderiana) being recorded
from the eastern interior. Its members not only furnish good
timber and shelter, but comprise many highly ornamental plants.

Bark of most species contain up to 10 per cent, of tannic acid.

I. B. littoral is, R. Br., 1809 (referring to habitat).

—

A tree usually attaining a height of 40 feet or more, with a stem-
diameter of 3 feet and a clear trunk of 25 feet

; bark rough,
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greyish ; leaves usually scattered, sometimes whorled, rather

long and narrow, with or without distant teeth, dark-green

above, white beneath ; flowers yellow, silky, in long cylin-

drical spikes ;
fruiting-cones finely hairy, capsule prominent,

not thick and finely hairy. It extends from east of Albany

to the Swan River district.

Remarks. —Wood is pale-red, firm, tough, and rather

prettily marked, and should furnish excellent material for

gun-stocks, furniture, etc. The species is vernacularly known

as the "River" or Swamp Banksia " on account of it

usually inhabiting the banks of watercourses and swamps.

Somegood examples are growing in the swamps at Bayswater

and in the vicinity of Perth, largely contributing towards the

firewood supply of that city. The specimens of timber

on exhibition in the Forestry Museum, marked B. verticil-

lata or " River Banksia," probably belong to this species.

B. verticillata is closely allied, but is seldom, if ever, more than

a large shrub of 15-20 feet in height, and is almost entirely

restricted to the south coast.

2. B. atfeuuata, R. Br., 1809 (probably having reference

to the spike). —This sometimes forms a tree of 40 feet in

height, but usually less, and a stem-diameter of i| feet

;

bark greyish ; leaves narrow-lanceolate, not very long, dark

green above, pale and finely hairy beneath, netted veins

numerous : flowers yellow, glabrous, in long hairy cylindrical

spikes ; fruiting-cones stout, with scarcely prominent silky-

hairy capsules
;

capsules broad, with a scar at the right-hand

edge. The species extends from the south coast to Shark's

Bay.

Remarks. —Wood is of similar character to precedmg

species. The species is abundant in the vicinity of Perth,

usually growing in sandy or sandy-heathy localities, and forms

a constituent in the firewood supply. The bark is rougher

and more fissured than that of the "Swamp Banksia," but

owing to their similarity in foliage they are often confounded.

It is one of the most abundant of the endemic members of

the genus. According to Dr. Preiss, who collected speci-

mens of the plant near Perth over 60 years ago, it was known

to the natiyes as Mangeit."

3. B. Solandri, R. Br., 1830 (in honor of Daniel

Charles Solander).— Usually forms a small tree of 30 feet in

height with a stem-diameter of i foot, and finely hairy stout

branches ; leaves three times as long as broad, divided to

the midrib into several pairs of triangular lobes, above dark-

green, beneath silvery white and much veined ;
flowers

yellow, upper portion glabrous, lower hairy, on long cyhn-

drical or short oblong spikes, capsules thick and glabrous

Grows usually on hills along the south coast.
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doubtless similar to that of the Swamp Banksia." The

usual habitat of the species is in sandy soil. Incidentally it

may be stated that the species extending towards the eastern

confines of the State are two only, i.e., the coastal B. media

and the desert B. Elderiana, both of which are shrubby or

semi-arborescent. Of Eastern species only the widely-spread

B. marginata (Honeysuckle of Victoria and Tasmania)

approaches our eastern border, it being recorded from

Marble Range in South Australia.

4. B. grandis, Willd., 1797 (having reference to foliage

or inflorescence). —A tree often of 40 feet in height, with

a stem-diameter of between i and 2 feet ;
branches stout

and tortuous, fmely-hairy ; bark dark-grey; leaves long,

leathery, divided to the midrib into numerous almost

triangular segments, dark-green above, pale-colored and

much netted beneath ; flowers yellow, the upper portion

glabrous, lower hairy, in long and thick cylindrical spikes
;

fruiting spike or cone thick, with smooth broad capsules.

The habitat is from the south coast to the Swan River

district.

Remarks. —Wood of a reddish color and of similar

character to that of its congeners. This is one of the most

ornamental members of the genus, the dimensions of the

foliage and inflorescence being equalled by no other species.

It usually grows in sandy or heathy soil, frequently lining

the banks of watercourses. Examples occur in the vicinity

of Perth, but they, along with other species, are rapidly dis-

appearing, principally through the instrumentality of the

firewood cutters. It\vill be noted as being the first of our

extratropical species to receive a specific designation.

5. B. dentata. Linne fils, 1781 (leaves toothed).—

A

small tree of about 20 feet in height ; leaves four times as

long as broad, wedge-shaped to oblong, with numerous irre-

gular teeth, dark-green above, pale-colored and much veined

beneath ; flowers yellow, silky, with a glabrous base, in

oblong or rather long cylindrical spikes
;

fruiting cones

oblong or cylindrical, capsules not very broad, half-immersed.

It has been recorded from the Glenelg and Prince Regent's

River.

Refuarks. —This is the only tropical and non-endemic

species in Western Australia, it being rather common along

the hotter coasts of Queensland and of the Northern Terri-

tory.

6. B. Meiiziesii, R, Br.^ 1830 (in honor of Archibald

Menzies).— A tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a stem-

diameter of 1-2 feet and stout tortuous woolly-hairy branches
;

bark verrucose, greyish ; leaves long, narrow, prominently
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toothed, dark green above, invested with reddish woolly-hairs
and much veined beneath

; flowers silky-hairy, upper portion
yellow, tube and style pale to bright-red, in a thick, rather
stout, more or less hairy spike; fruiting cones in the young
state marked spirally with lozenge-shaped divisions, capsule
thick and finely-hairy. Extends from the Swan River dis-

trict to (ireenough and Murchison Rivers.

Reinarks. —Wood is tough, of a reddish color, firm,

prettily grained, and takes a good polish. Along with that
of the first 2 species, it furnishes the principal portion of
the "Banksia " firewood supply. It is abundant throughout
the Swan River district, forming along with B. attenuata the
secondary forest vegetation in open sandy scrubby areas.

The B. dentata referred to in the " Forests of Western
Australia and their Development " is either B. Men/iesii or
B. attenuata.

7. B. prioiiotes, Lind/ey, 1 839 (from the serrated

leaves). —This constitutes a tree of 25-30 feet in height,

with stout crooked, finely woolly-hairy branches ; bark
greyish

; leaves long, narrow, blunt, regularly and rather

deeply divided into flat, acutely pointed teeth, dark-green
above, pale and much veined beneath ; flowers yellow,

densely hairy, in a moderately long and very thick spike
;

fruiting cones thick, with broad woolly-hairy capsules. This
species is distributed from the Upper Gardner to Swan
and Murchison Rivers, thence to near Shark's Bay.

Rc7na7'ks. —Wood of similar character to that of most
congeners. In habit and appearance this species bears a

remarkable resemblance to some forms of B. Menziesii in

the vicinity of Perth, being often associated with that plant.

In some localities, particularly near Shark's Bay, B.

attenuata is solely the associated species. Examples of B.

prionotes have been observed as far inland as 140 miles

north-east of Geraldton.

8. B. i/ici/oiia, R. Br.^ 1809 (resemblance of foliage to

that of the Holly). —A tree frequently attaining a height of

40 feet, with a clear straight trunk of 15-20 feet and a stem-
diameter of nearly 2 feet ; bark dark-colored, rough ; leaves

very harsh, not large, from ovate-oblong to wedge-shaped,
wavy and usually prickly-toothed; flowers rather large,

yellow or reddish, glabrous or nearly so, with a silky-hairy

base, not numerous, in a very short spike, appearing head-
like among the last leaves

;
fruiting cones very small, with

1-2 ovoid, thick woolly-hairy capsules. The proved habitat

is from near Albany north to above the Swan River.

Remarks. —Wood is harder than that of most species,

and is prettily marked. This is the " Prickly Banksia," and
forms the connecting link with the endemic Dryandras, to-
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one species of which it bears a remarkable resemblance m
foliage. It is common in the vicinity of Perth, usually

attaining its greatest perfection when growing in moist

sandy spots.

XXV.—LORaNTHaeEaS, a. L. de Jussieu (1808).

13 genera, about 500 species. Chiefly tropical, with a few

genera confined to temperate regions. The Order is of little value,

the majority of the species, on account of their parasitical habit, are

injurious to other vegetation. The fruits of some furnish birdlime.

In Australia there are 5 genera with 27 species, 2 of which are mono-

typic and comprise the only members of the Order having a terrestrial

habit.

Nuytsia, R. Br., 1831 (in honor of Peter Nuyts, a Dutch navi-

gator). —This genus consists of i species, which is endemic and the

only member of the Order attaining arborescent proportions. The

second terrestrial species is the monotypic Atkinsonia hgustrina, F.

v. M., of New South Wales. This forms a bushy shrub of 2-6 feet

in height. The other West AustraUan members of the Order belong

to the parasitical genus Loranthus.

N. ftorilnmda, R. Br., 1831 (in allusion to the abundance of

flowers). —A tree of 20 or occasionally 40 feet in height, with a basal

diameter of 2 feet ; branches thick and often tortuous ;
bark dark-grey

;

leaves not large, narrow, flat but thick, dark-green; flowers reddish-

yellow, showy, numerous, in long racemes, which are crowded at the

ends of the branches ; fruit dry, brown, with 3 broad longitudinal

thickened wings. It ranges from near Albany north to the Murchison

River.

Remarks. —Wood pale-colored, very soft, of a spongy character

and of no known commercial value. It exudes a white or pale-colored

gum, which in the fresh state is very adhesive. This remarkable and

highly ornamental plant does not seem partial to any particular kind

of soil, nor does it extend inland far distant from the coast. The
flowers are produced during December, attaining their greatest per-

fection about the end of that month, hence the origin of the vernacular

name of " Christmas tree." According to Dr. Preiss, who collected

specimens near Perth in 1838, it was termed by the colonists

" Cabbage-tree." The radical portion of the stem thickens con-

siderably immediately below the surface of the ground and often

throws up white scaly shoots, which gradually ascending to the surface

develope into new plants. The roots are few, very watery and spongy.

The species is reputedly difficult of reproduction but I have seen

numerous seeds that have germinated after they had fallen on the

surface of the ground and then perished, evidently from the effects of

the direct rays of the sun
;

therefore, it is apparent that the reproduc-

tion of the species from properly ripened seed should not be attended

with any great difficulty. Reproduction by means of the stolon-like

shoots should be attended with reasonable success.
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XXYI.— SaNTaLaeEHE, R. Br. (1810).

28 genera, 220 species. This is distributed over the temperate
d tropica] regions of the earth. In Australia there are 7 genera
th 43 species.

(a) Sa7italiim^ Lhme^ 1742 (from the Persian Chandal, the

name of the tree).— A genus of about 8 species, natives of Southern
Asia, the Pacific Islands, and AustraHa. The Austrahan species

number 3, only i of which is AVest AustraHan.

S. lanceolatii?)i^ K. Br. ^ 1^10 (reference to the leaves).- —̂A

shrub up to 15 feet or a small tree of 25 feet in height, the

branches often pendulous ; leaves not large, mostly lanceolate,

shortly pointed and tapering into a conspicuous stalk ; flowers

large, reddish, in short trebly branched panicles at or near the

ends of the branchlets ; fruit a reddish or black large obovoid
globular drupe. The West Australian localities for this species

are Rawlinson and Cavenagh Ranges, near Mt. P>ates, Gascoyne
River, Hammersley Range, Fortescue River, between La Grange
Bay and I)e Grey River "and other tropical localities.

Remarks. —Not known to be of any particular value. Belong-

ing to the same genus is the true sandalwood of India (S. album,

Linne). This is a tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a clear trunk

of 8-15 feet, and a stem-diameter of 12-15 inches; leaves lanceo-

late, of a leathery texture ; flowers rather large, at first pale-yellow,

then turning purplish or blood-red; fruit black, about the size

and shape of a cherry, with a hard, shortly 3-ribbed stone. The
wood is white or pale-yellow, the young trees furnishing the former,

old trees the latter. This is burnt as a perfume, or ground into

powder and used as a cosmetic, being in much request by Burmese
ladies. In India the wood is sometimes used for trunks, cabinets,

walking-sticks, etc. A valuable oil is also distilled from it.

1;. Fusa7ms, R. Br.^ 18 10 (from the French for the "Spindle-

tree.") —This genus consists of 5 species, 4 occurring in Australia

and one in New Zealand. Three species occur in Western Aus-

tralia, of which one is endemic.

I. B\ aciunmatuSy R. Br., 18 10 (alluding to the leaves.)

—From shrubby to arborescent, sometimes attaining a height

of 30 feet, with often pendulous branches ; leaves not large,

opposite, lanceolate
;

shortly stalked, with a straight or hooked

point, thick and somewhat leathery ; flowers greenish-white

or pale-yellow, very numerous and small, forming a short

panicle at the ends of the branchlets ; fruit a large globular

drupe, bright-red outside, succulent, and containing a hard

deeply pitted stone. This species extends from the extra-

tropical portion of the west coast, throughout the interior to

beyond the South Australian border.

Re7narks.—The timber has been found to be suitable for

wood engraving and carving, it being handsome and close-

grained. It is often used by the aborigines for producing
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fire by friction. Stock freely eat the foliage. The fleshy

portion of the fruit and the kernel are both edible, the former

having a pleasant sub-acid flavor, and the latter a taste re-

sembling almond. A very good jelly can be made from the

succulent portion. A shrubby form is abundant, growing on

sandy hills in the vicinity of the sea north of and close to

Cottesloe, where it produces quantities of ripe fruit, vernacu-

larly known as "Native Peaches" or "Quandong."
2. F. perskarius, F. v. A/., 1854 (derived from the fruits

being known as " native peaches.") —A tall shrub or small

tree of 25 feet in height: leaves narrow to narrow-lanceolar,

usually ^yith a hooked point, and somewliat resembling those

of the last species ; flowers small, pale-yellow, forming short

panicles in the axils of the upper leaves ; fruit a moderate

sized globular drupe, brownish-red outside, hardly succulent,

of a bitter taste, the stone slightly pitted. The proved habitat

is from the south-west interior intermittently to Shark's Bay,

thence to the South Australian border.

Reiuiwks. —With regard to its timber nothing definite

is known. Sometimes in the Eastern States it is called

the "Native Sandalwood," and often the " Native Peach."

3. F, Spicatus, R. B?'., 1810 (referring to the inflores-

cence). —Usually a small tree of 25-30 feet in height, and a

stem-diameter of about 15 inches; branches spreading; leaves

not large
;

oblong to almost lanceolate, coriaceous, with a

blunt point and short thick stalk
;

flowers small, greenish-

white or yellowish, in short spike-like panicles, from the axils

of the leaves ; fruit a rather large globular drupe, yellowish

outside, not fleshy, the stone smooth. This species ranges

from the south coast to Shark's Ba}-, and thence throughout

various portions of the interior.

Rema7'ks.~\\ 006. is of a pale color, not very heavy,

firm, takes a good polish, and is often utilised for inlaying, etc.

It is scented, and constitutes one of the sandalwoods of com-
merce. Fully 2 per cent, of oil is obtainable by distillation.

It is of a pale-yellow, and is reputedlv better in fragrance

than that of Santalum album. This sandalwood is endemic
and sporadic, and like the rest of the genus, is slow in

growth.

(c.)

—

Exoca?'pus, Lal)il/.y 1 798 (referring to the fleshy

pedicel resembling a fruit). —This genus comprises 1 2 species, and
extends to New Zealand, Malayan Archipelago, Norfolk and
Sandwich Islands, and Madagascar. In Australia there are 10

species, all but i being endemic.

E. latifoUa^ R. B/:, 1810 (leaf broad). —A small tree of 25
feet or often less in height ; leaves not large, broadly-ovate-

oblong, blunt, leathery
;

flowers very small, white in slender

short spikes or racemes; fruit small, o\ oid, on a thick top shaped
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fleshy, reddish-colored stalk. This widely distributed species
has been recorded from Prince Regent's River and Roebuck Bay.

Remarks. —Besides occurring in the Northern Territory,

Queensland and New South Wales, it is generally distributed

over the East Indian Archipelago to the Philippines.

XXYH.-EUPHORBmeETE.a. L. de Jussieu (1789).

200 genera, about 2000 species. Mostly confined to tropical

countries. The Australian members comprise 39 genera with 226
species. This large Order is more closely allied to the Tiliacese than
to any Order amongst the Apetalie. Poisonous principles predomi-
nate, being present chiefly in their milky juice. The roots and seeds
of various species furnish emetics and purgatives. Several Cactus-
like Euphorbias yield gum-resin, other yield deadly poisons, such as

the manchineel and the African arrow-poison. The bottle Indian-
rubber or Caoutchouk is produced by the Hevea Guianensis. Ricinus
or Castor- oil plant, sweet and bitter cassava, etc., are members of the
Order. Many yield valuable timber.

(a.) Brldelia, Willd., 1805 (after Professor Bridel). —About
30 species distributed over tropical Africa, Asia and Australia.

The Australian species number 4, of which 2 are endemic.
B. to/ne?itosa, Blume^ 1^25 (tonientose). —A small evergreen

tree, usually under 30 feet in height, with very slender branches :,

bark corky : leaves thin, not large, oblong to ovate, elliptical^

with 7-15 nerves on each side of the midrib ; flowers incon-

spicuous, in small clusters ; fruit rather small, globular, of a
blue-black color. Recorded from Prince Regent's River and
adjacent localities.

Remarks. —Wood pale-greyish brown, heavy, close-grained,

but soft. Besides being a native of Queensland and the Northern
Territory, the species extends to India and South China.

(b.) Feiaiostigma, B\ v. M.^ 1857 (referring to the broad,

petal-like stigmatic branches). —This genus consists of a single

species, endemic in Australia.

P. quadriloculare^ F. zk A/., 1857 (having reference to the

usually 4-celled fruits).— Mostly a tree of 25-30 feet in height,

with rather slender, finely-hairy branches ; leaves ovate, not very

large, glabrous above, finely hairy beneath ; flowers pale-colored^

small, woolly-hairy, several together; styles in the female flowers

expanded into wedge-shaped, bluntly-toothed wings ; fruit of a

reddish-yellow, globose, fleshy, with a hard stone-like centre, which
separates into three or four pieces. This plant occurs at Prince

Regent's River and adjacent localities.

Remarks. —This is the "Quinine-tree" of the Northern Terri-

tory and North-East Australia. The powdered bark has the repu-

tation of being efficacious in cases of low or intermittent fever.

It has been stated that the intensely bitter ripe fruit is of

considerable value as a febrifuge for horses.
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(c.) Antidesma, Linne, 1747 (named from the use made in

India of some of the species).— A most difticult genus of about

60 species, distributed over tropical Asia, Africa, Australia and

the Pacific Islands. There are 7 species in Australia, of which 5

are endemic.

A, GJuesemhilla, Gcert., 1788.— Often a tree of 20-25 f^^t

in height, with a trunk of 6-10 feet and a diameter of nearly i foot;

bark not very thick, fissured longitudinally, black-brown ;
leaves

of moderate size, ovate or nearly orbicular, rounded or heart-shaped

at the base, shining above, rusty-hairy beneath, nerves in 5-6 pairs,

shortly stalked : flowers very small, numerous, in short spikes
;

fruit a small sub-globose drupe, red, then dark-purple, sappy,

kernel flattened and pitted. Occurs at Port Nelson, Careening

Bay and vicinity.

Remarks,— 00^ rather heavy, fibrous, close-grained, brittle,

of a whitish color. The species is usually leafless during the hot

season. A common species from Ceylon to Southern China, also

abundant in the East Indian Archipelago, and not uncommon in

the Northern Territory.

XXVIII- URTieEJE, Yentenat (1799).

108 genera, 1500 species. The members of the order are chiefly

-confined to tropical regions In several genera causticity prevails, this

character being very pronounced in the nettle and the Laporteas or

tree-nettles, one species of the latter being called by the Malays "doun

Seitan " (Devil's leaf) Endlicher has stated that this stinging character

is caused by the presence of bicarbonate of ammonia. Many species

contain extremely poisonous properties, examples being the juice of

the Upas-tree of Java (Antiaris toxicaria) and the milk of some fig-

trees (such as Ficus toxicaria, F. diemona, etc.) —Rubber is obtained

from several species of Ficus, also from a few other genera The cow-

tree of South America yields a plentiful supply of wholesome milk.

Numerous species yield strong fibre, such as hemp and rhea : paper

is manufactured from the bark of another species. Of other economic

plants in this Order may be mentioned the following fruit trees :—Figs,

Jack, Breadfruit, Mulberry, etc. In general the timber is not good, in

many instances that of large trees being quite worthless. However,

there are a few exceptions. In Australia the Order is represented by

19 genera, containing 65 species.

(a.) Celiis, Tourneforf.^ 1700 (a classical name for the Lotus).

Consisting of about 50 species distributed over temperate and

tropical regions, chiefly in the Northern Hemisphere. In Aus-

tralia there are 3 species, i being endemic.

C. Fhilippinensis, Blanco^ 1837 (of the Philippine Islands).

Varying from a tall shrub to a tree of 25 feet or more
; leaves

from moderate to large sized, leathery, green, broadly-ovate, with

3 prominent nerves ; flowers small, numerous in small cymes
;

fruit a small ovoid drupe with a hard slightly rugose stone. The
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following are amongst Western Australian localities :—Vansittart
and Careening Bays and King Sound.

Remarks, —This species is very closely allied and perhaps
identical with the Indian C. Wightii, Planch.

(b.) .Ficus, Tourncfort, 1 700 (old Latin name for the common
Fig-tree). —This genus consists of about 600 species, most of
which are tropical. There are 40 species recorded from Australia,
12 of which extend to Asia.

1. F. Jtesophi/a, Miquel, 1867 (from being found on
several islands). —A glabrous tree of 30 feet in height, with-

a smooth pale bark ; leaves very large, leathery and shining
above, ovate or oblong, principal veins prominent beneath,
conspicuously stalked; fruits globular, under ^-inch diameter,
solitary or in pairs in the axils of the lower leaves or lateral

from the joints of the previous year's growth. It has been
recorded from Cambridge Gulf, Enderby Islands, King
Sound, Nichol and Collier Bays.

Remarks. —'Extend'^ to Northern Territory and Queens-
land.

2. /^ eugenioides F. v, J/., 1866. —A small or large
tree sometimes attaining a height of 100 feet, but fruiting

when a shrub, quite glabrous
; leaves rather small, leathery,

lanceolate to elliptical-oblong, veins not prominent, con-
spicuously stalked ; fruits globular, about the size of a pea,
yellow to reddish, sessile in pairs in the axils or on the joints

below the lower leaves. York Sound and Prince Regent's
River are recorded localities.

AVwfZ/-/^5.— Occurs in Queensland, New South Wales
and New Guinea.

3. F\ piibcrula, ,1. Cg/i., 1847. —A tree of 25-30 feet in

height ; leaves variable as to size, leathery, often slightly

hairy, ovate and blunt or narrow and tapering to a point ;

fruits globular, smooth, about the size of a large pea.

on densely puberulou? stalks of about ^-inch, usually in

pairs in the axils of the leaves. Occurs at York Sound and
Port Walcott.

Remarks^ —An extremely variable plant.

4. F. platypoday A. Cgk. (referring to the flattened

leaf-stalk). ^—A tree not exceeding a height of 25 feet, of

robust growth, glabrous or more or less hirsute; leaves of
moderate size, ovate and blunt, rounded or wedge shaped
at the base, of a leathery texture, veins numerous, the stalk

more or less flattened
;

fruit globose, of the size of a large

pea, smooth, with or without stalks, in pairs in the axils of

the leaves. As follows are some of the localities for this

species : —Extra-tropical : Shark's Bay, Gascoyne River,

south of Lake Carnegie, Warburton Range and vicinity, etc.

Tropical : York Sound, Nichol and Vansittart Bays,,
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Prince Regent's River, Mt. Pyrton (at a iieight of 2500 ft.) etc.

Re?narks.—'Vh.e timber of this variable species is of no

value. It does not occur in A'ictoria or New South Wales.

5, F. hlspida^ Liune fils, 1781. —A tree of 30-40 feet in

height, with a clear stem of about 12 feet and a diameter of

feet, the branches often hollow and contracted at the

joints, they and the leaves more or less stiffly hairy ; leaves

opposite, very large, oblong-ovate, rounded or heart-shaped

at the base, the edges entire or shallowly toothed ; fruit

varying in shape from almost pear-shaped-ovoid to globose-

ovoid, whitish in color, about the size of a cherry, usually 2

together, each on tawny greyish-pubescent stalks and then aris-

ing from the axils of the lower leaves, or more often forming a

rather long scaly leafless raceme at the base of the stem, the

latter being in reality adventitious roots. It occurs at

Brunswick Bay and other localities.

Remarks. —Also recorded from the Northern Territory

and Queensland, extending to Southern Asia.

XXIX.—GASCaRINEm, Mirbel (1809).

Consists of a single genus.

Casuarifia, Rumphius, 1743 (supposed to be derived from the

pendent branches resembling the plumage of the Cassowary). —

A

genus extending to Asia and East Africa, and represented in Australia

by 24 species, all endemic but one.

1. C. qiLadrivalvLS^ LabilL^ 1S06 (having reference to the

fruit).— A tree sometimes attaining a height of 40 feet, with

pendulous branches ; bark dark-colored, rough ; teeth in whorls

of 9-12, male and female flowers on separate plants: male

spikes at the ends of branchlets or on old wood, 2-4 inches long;

cones often very large and ovoid, valves much protruding,

broadly triangular, with a prominent ridge on the back. H^e
species is sparinglv distributed from the South Australian border

tosvards Victoria Spring.

Remarks, —Timber is strong, durable, easily worked and
beautifully marked and much used in the Eastern States for

shingles, also for cabinet work and inlaying. The foliage contains

a very acid principle, and is greedily eaten by stock, it beiiig one

of the best stands-by in time of drought. Owing to their indiges-

tible character the hard winged seeds of this and other species

are fatal when eaten by poultry. This species usually grows in

rocky or sandy soil and easily withstands a dry climate. It occurs

in ail the States with the exception of Queensland, and in no

instance has it been recorded as penetrating the tropics. In the

East it is variously termed " Oak," *' ' Forest,' * vSwamp,' or ' She-

Oak.'

2. C. gla/wa^ Sieber, 1826 (from the hoary-grey appearance

of the plant). —Usually a tree of 25-30 feet in height, with spread-

ing branches ; and a rough dark-colored fissured bark, the whole
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often of a greyish appearance : teeth in whorls of 9-16, male and
female flowers on separate plants

;
male-spikes rather short and

thick, the sheath teeth rather acute and usually ciliate ; cones
small, flat-topped, almost globular, valves promment, often finely

hairy, ridged on the back. Ranges from the Swan River district,

to throughout the eastern interior.

Re7narks. —Timber is hard, tough, durable, and strong,

is prettily marked and much used in the Eastern States for

shingles, staves, etc. Like most of the genus, furnishes good
firewood when used in the dried state. The foliage is eaten by
stock. Experiments have proved that saw dust of the wood of

Casuarina} turns water reddish, and imparts to it a bitter and not

unpleasant taste. When the liquid is partaken of it produces a

laxative effect. C. glauca extends to all the States of the mainland,

being variously known as "Bull," "Black," or "River" She-oak. It

is rather common in the eastern interior, forming strong patches

overstony or sandy localities, some good examples occurring in the

vicinity of Broad Arrow, Bardoc, etc., the character from which
the specific name was derived being most pronounced. Examples
have been observed in the interior of South Australia, of a height

of 80 feet, with a corky bark and rather long male-spikes. The
form named C. obesa by Miquel is common near Perth and fur-

nishes the principal host plant for Loranthus linophyllus.

3. C. Hiiegeliana^ Miqiiel^ 1 845 (honor of Baron Hiigel,

who visited the Swan River and King; George's Sound during

1833). —A tree of 25-30 feet in height, with a rough bark,

branches slender, erect or pendulous, male and female flowers on
separate plants

;
male-spikes resembling those of C. glauca, but

more slender, the sheath teeth 8-12 and not ciliate ; cones rather

long, cylindrical or sometimes ovate-globose, with closely packed
small valves, which are slightly rough and hairy on the back.

Ranges from the southern portions of the State north to the

Murchison River, and has been also observed at Ularing and

Victoria Spring.

Remarks. —The timber is not much used, but as it closely

resembles that of C. glauca, it could doubtless be utilised for

similar purposes. This species is endemic, and closely resembles

C. glauca. It is common in the vicinity of Serpentine, where it

grows on stony ridges.

4. C. distyla, Ve7itenat^ 1800. —This varies from a low shrub

to a small tree of 25-30 feet in height, with a stem-diameter of

I foot or more, teeth short, usually 7-8, male and female flowers

usually on separate plants
;

male-spikes moniliform, rather long,

on small deciduous or persistent branches ; cones rather large,

almost or quite stalkless, ovate or oblong, valve not large, with

a smooth protuberance on the back. This occurs at Swan River

and the south coast, with numerous interjacent localities.

Remarks. —Tiuiber is light, tough, strong, and much used in
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the Eastern States for shingles and staves. It is often termed

Oak." The species is indigenous in all the States, with the

exception of Queensland. Arborescent examples are not uncom-
mon in the neighborhood of Perth.

5. C. Fraseriana^ Miquel^ 1848 (in honor of Charles Fraser,

a former Colonial Botanist of New South Wales, M^ho in 1827
visited the Swan River district). —A tree of 30-40 feet in height,

very much like the arborescent forms of C. distyla, the teeth

usually in whorls of 6, sometimes rather long, acute and ciliate

;

male-spikes similar to those of C. distyla, cones large, very hard,

almost globular; valves not very prominent, the backs warty or

tuberculate. glabrous or finely-hairy. The range of this species

is from Albany to the Swan River district.

Remarks. —-Timber is hard, very handsome, strong and light.

Is of considerable value for staves, cabinet work and inlaying.

The species is endemic, and is probably the most abundant of

the arborescent species, and, like all others, not partial as to soil.

Is common round Perth.

6. C. Decaisnea/m, F. v. AL, 1858 (in honor of Joseph
Decaisne). —A tree of 30-40 feet in height, with a clear trunk of

20 25 feet, the branches stiff and cylindrical ; teeth of a chaffy

texture, rather long, with fine erect points, in whorls of 4 ; male-

spikes stout, about I inch long: cones 2-2-^ inches long, ovoid,

woody, covered with short, dense, woolly hairs, the thick valves

not protruding. This species is confined to the far interior, it

having been observed at Lake MacDonald, between Petermar
and Robinson Ranges, Mt. Barrow, and many other localities.

Remarks. —Timber is stated to be very hard, resisting the
attacks of " white ants " and fungi. It is of straight grain and
easy to split. The foliage is eaten by camels. This species is

found throughout the whole of the central hotter portions of

Australia, being absent from Victoria and New South Wales. It

is probably the largest of the genus, and only flourishes in the

most arid localities.

XXX eOMIFER^E, Haller (1747.)

33 genera, about 300 species, chiefly confined to cold regioiis.

uncommon in tropical Africa and America, and absent from the
Malayan Peninsula and the plains of India and Ceylon. In Australia

there are 1 1 genera with 29 species. The Order is one of the
highest importance, the majority of the arborescent forms furnishing

valuable timber. Some species attain enormous proportions, an
example being the mammoth-trees of California. Some of these
attain a height of 400 feet or more, with a diameter of 30 feet.

Various members of the Order furnish balsams, resins, pitch, oil of
turpentine, etc.

Callitris, Ventenat, 1808 (probably altered from Kallistos, most
beautiful). —A genus of 14 species, ranging over Australia, Africa,
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Madagascar, and New Caledonia. In Australia there are ro species.

C. Verrucosa, K. Br, 1826 (referringto the warty cones). —Forming

either a bushy shrub or a tree of 40 feet in height, the slender branches

crowded, and often of a bluish color; scales small and acute : cones

from moderate to large sized, nearly globular and generally covered

with tubercles. S})aringly dispersed o\ er nearly the whole area ot

the State.

Remarks. —Timber is very strong and durable, is of a light

color, rather hard, with a pleasant scent, and would make excellent

furniture. It is obnoxious to insect-life in general. When dried

its specific gravity is about 0.691, a cubic foot w-eighing 43 lbs.

It exudes a quantity of sandarac. h^xcellent veneers for cabinet

work can be obtained from the root-stock. This species ranges

over the whole of the Australian continent, sometimes in the East

attaining a height of 80 feet. In the Swan River District it seems to

have a partiality for limestone rocks and sand dunes, generally in close

proximity to the sea.

XXXI. eveaOEae, L. e. Richard (1807).

9 genera, about 80 species. 'i'hc members of this Order are

natives of the tropics and southern temperate regions. Almost the

whole of the species contain quantities of a nauseous mucilaginous

.sap, which in some is mixed with a considerable amount of starch,

which is often utilised by natives as food. In Australia there are

3 genera, with 14 species.

(a) Cvcas, Liiine^ ^737 ((ireek name for a palm).— A genus

of about 15 species, distributed over tropical Australia and Africa,

Polynesia and Asia, extending as far north as Japan. There are

4 species in Australia, i or more of which doubtless extend to

New Guinea.

C. media, R. Br., t8ic (of medium size).— Attains a height

of 20 or more feet, trunk stout, cylindrical, simple, rarely branched

at the summit, and bearing a head of large elliptical lanceolate

pinnate leaves of 3-5 feet in length ; pinme many, narrow, the

lower ones passing into spines : male and female flowers in

separate plants ; male flowers in rather large terminal ovate

cones ; female flowers terminal : the inflorescence apparently con-

sisting of small pinnate leaves, which are .surrounded at the base

by a tuft of woolly hairs ; fruits rather large, glabrous, yellowish.

This species occurs at Prince Regent's River and other localities

along the north-west coast, extending for some distance inland.

Remarks. --^\\\\^ highly ornamental species is in cultivation.

It is not uncommon in the Northern Territory and the hotter

portions of Queensland, and if my observations are correct it is

not uncommon along parts of the southern and south-eastern

coast of New Guinea.

(r) Macrcfzamia, Miguel, 1844 (from Makros, long and

Zamia, an allied genus.)— This genus is entirely Australian, and
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and consists of 9 species. Subsequent to 1844, Miquel transferred

the members of the above genus to Encephalartos, an African

genus established by Lehmann in 1834.

All Macrozamias are pervaded by an active poisonous prin-

ciple, which becomes inoperative on the application of heat. The
genus differs chiefly from the Cycas in the pinnae having no midrib.

AI. Fraseri^ Miquel, 1844 (in honor of Charles Fraser).

—

Stem several feet in circumference, erect, cylindrical, simple,

woody, covered with the scars of old leaves, attaining a height of

10 feet, but usually much less ; crowded at the summit by harsh,

bright or dark-green long pinnate leaves, the linear pinna; forming

a joint at the base, and tapering to a spiny point : male and female

flowers on different plants, both forming terminal ovoid cones,

surrounded at the base by a quantity of wood ; fruit or nuts

rather large, with a tough, brownish coating. Its proved habitat

extends from Stokes' Inlet to beyond the Irwin River.

Remarks. —This highly ornamental species is endemic and
so tenacious of life that it can he transported for long distances

for replanting purposes. It exudes a pale-yellow gum. The fruit

contains an abundance of starch ; in a raw state it is ])oisonous,

but when macerated in water or roasted can be eaten. Bv many
the leaves as well as the fruits are regarded as poisonous to stock,

the syniptoms being that of rickets. As the young foliage is very

fibrous, and therefore indigestible, death or sickness, if it does
occur from eating it, is probably not due to the presence of a

poisonous principle. ^Examination of the stomach has shown it

to contain invariably quantities of fibre, along with the remains
of the nuts, the active principle being evidently derived from the

latter. The fruits of the rarer endemic M. (Encephalartos) Dyeri

are stated to possess similar properties.

XXXII, JUXeaeETE, EndUcher (1841).

14 genera, about 200 species. W^idely scattered over the earth.

In Australia there are about 10 genera, with 65 species.

(a.) Xantho7'rhce.a^ Smith, 1798 (from xanthos, yellow, and
rheo, to flow, in allusion to the resin which exudes from the

species). —This is an entirely Australian genus of about 1

2

species, all of which are long-hved plants, with usually a thick

woody stem, many of the species attaining arborescent dimen-
sions. It comprises, with perhaps one exception, the so-called
" Black-boys.'^

X. Preissii, End!., 1846 (in honor of Dr. L. Preiss).—

A

fibrous rooted plant with a thick stem, which often attains a

height of ro-i2 feet, simple, or occasionally divided near the

summit, and crowned by a dense tuft of spreading, brittle, flat or

angular leaves ; flowers small, white, in a long terminal cylin-

drical spike, often occupying nearly its whole length. It extends
from the south coast to a considerable distance north of the
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Swan River district, thence to the interior, it having been
recorded from Boorabbin and a few other localities.

J^cmarh.—Thii stem of this species, in common with that
ot many other, exudes a dark-yellow gum or resin in considerable
quantities, of the character of what is known as "Black-boy
gum'^ or Ascaroid resin. This gum has the reputation of being
a good preservative

;
can, and has been used in the manufacture

of seahng-wax, and contains abundance of Picric acid. It may
not be generally known that in 1854 a Capt. Wray, R.N., sub-
mitted to the West Austrah'an authorities a report on the manu-
facture of gas for illuminating purposes from this Grass-tree.
Besides giving a detailed description of the method to be
adopted m obtaining the gas, and notes on the bye-products, he
stated that the illuminating power was superior to that of coal
gas, and that the cost of lighting would be one-third the expense
of candles or oil. The pith of the stem is edible, and contains
fully (o per cent, ol sugar. Owing to their inflammable nature
portions of the dried stems are used for kindling purposes. The
plant is endemic, and grows abundantly in poor soil, forming
one of the most conspicuous objects in open forest country.

(i!.) A'///o/\f, R, Br.,' 1^21 (in honor of Capt P. (). Ring).—This genus consists of a single species, endemic to extra-
tropical A\'estern Australia.

K.Anstralis, R. Br., 1827 (Southern).— Of similar habit and
appearance to the last species. The trunk sometimes attains a
height of 20 feet ; the terminal tuft of linear leaves are finely
toothed, or apparently invested with white silky hairs along the
margins

;
the broad leaves silky-hairy; flowers 'numerous, s'^mali,

pale-colored, in dense globular heads on stout bracteate stalks.

It is distributed from Albany to above Swan River.

Remarks,— k\ox\-^ with Xanthorroea Preissii this constitutes
a most striking object in West Australian vegetation. It is par-
ticularly abundant in the vicinity of Midland Junction, in that,

as in most other localities, being associated with the Xanthorrhcea.
and passing under the general term " Black-bov " or "Grass-
tree." It is usually of latter habit, but not so robust, and can be
distinguished at a glance by the resemblance of the inflorescence
to drum-sticks.

XXXIII. PALMiE, Ray (1703).

130 genera, and about 1100 species. The members of this

Order are chiefly tropical. The family is of great economic value,

members producing sago, sugar, dragons-blood, oil, wax, flour, fibre,

etc. Of notable species there may be mentioned the Cocoa, date
and betel-nut. In general they are of little use in forestry, the wood,
though elastic, being coarse and perishable. It is represented in

Australia by 10 genera and about 25 species.

Livistona, R. Br., 1810 (in honor of Patrick Murray, of
Liviston). —A genus of about 14 species, distributed over tropical
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Asia and y\ustralia, the latter containing 4 endemic species.

Z. Alfndi. F, v. M,, 1S91 (in honor of Prince Alfred).-"Erect,

with an annulate trunk of 40 feet in height; leaves terminal, fan-

shaped, divided into numerous segments, which are split at the apex;

stalks long, with spiny margins and sheathed at the base in a mass of

netted fibres ; flowers smah, pale-colored, paniculate. This species

has been recorded from the Hammersley Range, Fortescue River and

its tributaries, from the source of the Robe River and (^aves Creek.

AV;//(??-/'.9.— This tropical " Fan Palm " is endemic, and for a

considerable time was considered identi(\al with the Central Australian

L. Mariie, F. v. M.

XXXIY,—PaNOaXE^E, R. Br., (1810.)

2 gi;nera, with nearly 80 species. This order is widely distributed

o\ er the tropics of the Old World, chiefly adjacent to the sea-coust.

Fandanus and Freycinetia are the only genera, both of which are

re[)reBented in Australia, by 7 and 4 species respectively. The Order

is not of much importance, the wood being usually coarse and fibrous,

becoming hard outside with age.

Pandanus^ Ru7nphius^ 1750 (from l*andang, the Malayan name
for the genus).— Comprises 50 species which are natives of the tropical

regions of the Old World. They constitute the screw-pines. The
leaves of many species are used in the manufacture of mats,

cordage, etc,

P. odoratissimus, Linne fils^ 1781 (very fragrant).- —A slender tree

of 15-20 feet high, with spindle-shaped roots : branches divaricate

from the summit of the trunk ; leaves in drooping tufts at the ends

of the branches , linear and very long, whitish-green, the midribs and

margins invested with straight white or purplish pointed spines

;

fruits fleshy and scarlet outside, woody fibrous within, and forming a

large oblong-eUiptical drooping head. It occurs at King Sound,

Beagle Bay and numerous other coastal localities in the North-West,

])enetrating for some distance inland.

Peniarks. —A scent much valued in Java is extracted from the

flowers, likewise the Keora oil of India. The pulpy portion of the

fruit is edible, while from the roots are manufactured baskets, mats, etc.

This screw pnie is indigenous in the Northern Territory and Queens-

land, extending thence through Polynesia to Tropical Asia.

Although the species referred to here are numerous, yet they do

not comprise all attaining arborescent dimensions, but doubtless

enough has been written to show that there are within the State trees

yielding not only hardwoods, but oils, gums, tannic material and other

products. When we take into consideration the diversity of our flora,

and in many instances the area of distribution of some of the

species outside our boundaries, one cannot help being dis-

satisfied with the paucity of information with regard to their distribu-

tion and probable value to the State. I allude particularly to the

tropical districts. Since the labors of Sir John and the late Mr. Alex.
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Forrest we have heard but little of the vegetation of our tropical
hinterland. Jt was hoped that the recent Kimberley exploring ex-
pedition would have furnished much material, but it must be confessed
the results were disappointing. According to the Government Botanist
only about loo species were collected, and as no report has been
published regarding them, it may be assumed that all were referable
to known plants.

It may be stated that all Eucalypti yielding timber of little value
furnish good material for dry distillation. Wood of this character on
being subjected to heat in a vacuum yields a fair percentage of wood
spirit, acetic acid and tar. Tests made in Melbourne with the wood
of some of the common Eucalypti gave the following results : —Crude
wood-vinegar, 44 percent.; tar, 6 per cent; and uncondensible gases,
21 per cent., the residue being charcoal. The amount of spirit in

wood-vinegar ranges from 4-5 per cent. According to Mueller's deduc-
tions, from 100 lbs. of air-dried wood, there can be obtained nearly
two gallons of vinegar of proof strength, easily transferrabie into acetic
acid. The spirit is a good solvent. The tar is an excellent material as
a protection against atmospheric influence, and as its production is

nearly as cheap and as easy as ordinary charcoal, it would possibly
furnish an avenue torthe disposal of at least part of the 50-60 percent,
of waste now occurring at our timber mills.

A considerable proportion of the State affords ample scope for

the creation of forests of timber trees. There can be no doubt, what-
ever may be said to the contrary, that the creation of forests where
there are none tends to increase the rainfall of a country, and therefore
the fertility of the soil, and that the destruction of living forests with-
out adequate replacement has a contrary effect. With regard to the
latter such statements as that natural production will always equal con-
sumption are opposed to the fact, and therefore not worth)- of serious
consideration.

Experiments are being made in the growing of hardwooded
exotics as timber trees, those responsible ignoring the existence of
many species of Australian timber trees more deserving of culture.

I refer to members of the genus Eucalyptus What better plant
could we have for inland culture than the South-East Australian

Blue Gum" (E. globulus) ? It would appear that Professor Edward
Cooper had West Australia in his mind when he wrote —"Whilst in

other lands Australian trees are considered of so much importance
as to have been dignified with the title of trees of the future, does
it not seem strange that in Australia they should be held com-
paratively of little value?"

In conclusion, it may be stated that on hygienic and utilitarian

grounds it is necessary to at once undertake the proper conservation of
our forests, and the creation of plantations in suitable localities through-
out the present almost treeless interior.

[Note.— Since ihi.s paper has been in print a Royal Commission has been
appointed to deal with the Forestry Question. Mr. Fitzgerald, the author
of this paper, has been nppointeH a member of the Commission.— En.]


